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ABSTRACT* 

The vortex flow of a viscous; incompressible and electrically 

conducting fluid confined between two finite flat plates (with a 

net radial mass flow) in the presence of an applied axial magnetic 

field is considered; The detailsof the-velocity field including 

boundary layer blockage and redistribution of. radial.mass flow are 

of primary concern'. The analysis is limited.to the case of the 

separation distance, between the two end-plates,being small compared 

with the radius of the plates; this allows the,momentum equations 

to-be uncoupled from the-electromagnetic equations. The momentum 

equations are linearized and solved for the velocities and the 

pressure as Fourier series. The temperature and electromagnetic 

variables are then found. The velocity and temperature results 

are plotted and discussed, showing the influence of the magnetic 

effects upon the flow pattern. 

*This investigation wassubmitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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CHAF'IERI 

IiVl'ROlXJCTION 

1. Scme Previous Investigations 

Vortex flows have been of continuing interest to fluid dynam- 

icists for some time. Recently, interest has been focused upon the 

problems of vortices confined within finite bounding walls and of 

vortex flows in the presence of magnetic fields. This interest has 

been stimulated in part by the possibility of power generation by 

means of a .magnetchydrodynamic vortex power generator [II and by 

the possibility of developing a gaseous fission rocket [2]. 

To gain an understanding of the nature of the flow of a vor- 

tex in the presence of bounding walls, consider a free vortex (tan- 

gential velocity l/r) near a stationary flat plate which is perpen- 

dicular to the vortex axis. The radial pressure gradient, dp/dr, 

away from the plate varies as v2/r or as l/r3. Near the flat 

plate, the tangential velocity is slowed forming a boundary layer. 

The external radial pressure gradient is impressed upon this 

boundary layer. Within the boundary layer, the tangential velo- 

city is insufficient to counterbalance this pressure gradient. 

This results in a pressure defect which drives the fluid within 

the boundary layer radially inward. In this way strong radial mass 
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flow is generated near the plate. This radial flow must be cm- 

pensated by a mass flow into the boundary layer frcm the outer flow. 

For vortex flow near a single flat plate, conservation of mass is 

satisfied by an axial flow fmn infinity; the radial velocity out- 

side the boundary layer is assumed to be zero. In an attempt to 

describe accurately the nature of this boundary layer upon the 

single flat plate in the presence of a vortex, a considerable num- 

ber of manentum integral analyses have been performed [3,4,5]. 

Lewellen and King [63 have analyzed this single plate prob- 

lem with the addition of an applied axial magnetic field. They 

performed a manentum integral analysis of a vortex flow (tsngen- 

tial velocity % rn) over a finite flat plate under the restric- 

,tion that the radial electric current outside the boundary layer 

be a zero. 

In a problem with vortex motion occurring In the confined 

region between two stationary flat plates (see figure l), the 

flow picture must be different, The slowing of the tangential 

velocity forming boundary layers and the accumulation of radial 

mass flow within these boundary layers due to the pressure defect 

occurs as described above. If the action of viscosity is so great 

as to cause the boundary layers to occupy an appreciable fraction 

of the volume of the confined region, the vortex motion may be 

greatly affected, This effect is referred to as boundary layer 

blockage. In the single plate case, the boundary layer mass flow 

Is canpensated by an axial flow toward the plate. With the addi- 
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tion of a second plate, this axial flow is blocked; conservation 

of radial mass flow within the boundary layers must be satisfied 

by a decrease in the radial velocity in the inviscid region between 

the two plates., Therefore, the radial velocity outside the bound- 

ary layers cannot be assumed to be zero as was done in the single 

plate problem described above or else it will be impossible to 

satisfy conservation of mass. 

In order to maintain physically the vortex flow, the net radial 

velocity must be directed toward the axis of rotation. A large 

fraction of the total radial mass flow may be drawn into the bound- 

ary layers by the action of the pressure defect. If the fraction 

of radial mass flow diverted into the boundary layers is greater 

than unity, the radial velocity outside the boundary layers must 

change direction fkn toward the vortex axis to away from the axis. 

In this case, the vortex motion breaks down and the flow picture 

beccmes more complicated. 

Many of the single plate analyses referenced above have been 

made in an attempt to describe the flow of a vortex confined by 

two flat plates. However, since the conditions of the two 

problems are basically different as described above, it is not 

apparent that an analysis of the single plate problem yields 

results applicable to the two plate problem. 

Vogelpchl [7] was the first investigator to attempt sn 

analysis of's confined vortex. He considered the flow of a vis- 
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cous incompressible vortex confined by two flat plates placed 

perpendicularly to the vortex axis (figure 1). He obtained an ex- 

act solution for the tangential velocity under the restrictive as- 

sumptions that the radial velocity was completely independent of 

the axial coordinate (that is, it varied inversely as the radius) 

and that the axial velocity was zero. ?he assumption that the 

radial velocity does not vary with the axial coordinate precludes 

the accumulation of the radial mass flow within the boundary 

layers due to the action of the pressure defect. Thus his solu- 

tion is not an accurate representation of the vortex flow between 

two flat plates. 

Loper [83 analyzed the two plate problem for the case of the 

plates relatively close together using a momentum integral analy- 

sis. The integral method was modified from the form used in the 

single plate analyses to account for the fact that the radial 

velocity outside the boundary layers is not zero. This method is 

a more accurate representation than Vogelpohl's in that it allows 

redistribution of radial mass flow into the boundary layers. 

Rosenzweig, Lewellen and Ross l-91 also analyzed the two 

plate configuration. They essentially limited their analysis to 

the case where the tangential velocity is much larger than the 

radial velocity and the separation distance between the plates is 

larger than the radius of the plates. Their expansion technique 

forced them to divide the region of interest into inviscid, 

boundary -layer and central core regions and to patch solutions at 
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the boundaries of these regions. Unfortunately, they were not 

able to obtain good experimental correlation. 

The momentum integral technique, used almost exclusively 

for the above boundary layer analyses, does not yield many de- 

tails of the flow field. Also its accuracy depends upon the pro- 

per choice of velocity profiles in the boundary layer. With the 

addition of magnetic effects to the two plate problem, this 

technique becomes too cu&erscme to be employed successfully. 

Therefore, another method of solution will be employed in the 

analysis of the governing equations in Chapter III. This is the 

linearization method of Oseen and Targ [lO]. This method does 

not require the boundary layer velocity profiles to be assumed 

beforehand and it yields more detailed information concerning 

the flow. 

2. Subject and Scope of Present Work ___.--~ 

In the following, the vortex flow of a viscous, incompress- 

ible, and electrically conducting fluid between two finite flat 

plates (figure 1) in the presence of an applied EMal magnetic 

field will be analyzed. 'Ihe region of interest is bounded radi- 

ally by two coaxial cylinders which also act as electrodes con- 

nected by an external resistive load. The influence of the two 

end plates upon the vortex flow is of particular interest. 

The basic governing equations, Navier-Stokes, conservation 

of mass, energy, Maxwell's and Ohm's Law, will be simplified with 
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the help of certain assumptions enumerated in the following sec- 

tion. These equations will then be further simplified by consid- 

ering only the case for which the radius of the outer cylinder 

(R) is mch larger than the separation distance between the two 

plates (b). The boundary layer interaction is most pronounced 

for this configuration. Also, this geometric restriction allows 

a considerable simplification in the governing equations; it is 

possible to express the magnetic body force terms in terms of 

the velocity components and thus eliminate Maxwell's equations 

and ohm's ILaw frcan irrpnediate consideration. In addition, this 

assumption allows a unified analysis of the region of interest 

rather than a split-up requiring patching of solutions. 

The non-linear terms of the simplified NavierStokes equa- 

tions will be linearized in the manner of Oseen andTarg [lo]. 

This linearization uncouples the equations to facilitate their 

solution. These linearized equations may be solved exactly to 

yield Fourier series solutions for the velocity profiles. These 

profiles will be calculated numerically and plotted on graphs 

for various values of the governing parameters. 

With the velocity distribution known, the energy equation 

may be simplified and solved for the temperature distribution. 

Finally, parameters such as voltage, electric current snd 

magnetic fields will be obtained. 
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3. Assumptions, and Limitations 

A number of assumptions will be made concerning the nature 

of the working fluid. Some of them.are well justified on..physical 

grounds but others must be,ratherarbftrarily-made.in order that 

the problem become mathematically tractable. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

It is assumed that: 

The fluid is Newtonian; that is; the fluid is of one species 

which obeys the Navier-Stokes, equations. 

The flow is steady and axially symmetric. 

The flow is laminar. 

The fluid is incompressible. 

The properties of the. fluid,are constant. 

No body force other than the,magnetic body force acts on 

the fluid, 

g* The fluid is non-magnetic and has no polarization. 

h. The conductivity is a scalar constant. 

i. Radiation effects are negligible. 

.I. The flow speed is small compared,to the,speed of light. 

The first assumption is basic to, fluid flow problems but 

might not be valid if ionization and dissociation effects.become 

important. The second is well founded.-physically due to the nature 

of the boundary conditions prescribed below. 

The validity of assumption-c'depends,upon the value of the 

Reynolds number. If the flow is turbulent; the solution may be 
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roughly approximated by a laminar solution by the use of a combined 

eddy viscosity. Assumption d is very good if the working fluid is 

a conducting liquid but is not good if the fluid is a hot gas. As- 

sumptions d and e allow the energy equation to be uncoupled and 

make the set of equations a bit more manageable. 

Assumptions f and g form part of the magneto,hydrodynamic ap- 

prc@nation and are generally true for most fluids. Assumption h 

means that the Hall and ion slip effects are neglected. The last 

assumption is not good for very high temperatures but must be 

made for mathematical simplicity. 

4. A Discussion of the Boundary Conditions 

A. The Velocity Boundary Conditions 

The end plates are stationary and impermeable and there is 

no slip of the fluid at the plates. With the end plates separated 

by a distance b and with the coordinate system shown in figure 1, 

these conditions may be expressed mathematically as: 

At z* = 0; u* = v* = wn = 0 

and 
At z* = b; u* = VI = WI = 0 

where the asterisks denote dimensional variables and all symbols 

are defined in the List of Symbols. 

Since the configuration is symmetric about the midplane be- 

tween the two end plates, further conditions may be expressed 

at z* = b/2: 



At zii = b/2 ; 
au% az+ = E= 

az* 
WB = 0 

These conditions are not independent of those stipulated above but 

are more convenient to apply in certain circumstances. 

Let the region of interest be bounded radially by the two cyl- 

inders at r* = ER and r* = R where E is a positive number less 

than one. In order physically to maintain the vortex flow there 

must be a radially inward velocity. However, if the fraction of 

radial velocity drawn into the boundary layers is greater than 

one, the radial velocity outside the boundary layer will reverse 

direction and the vortex will break down. This vortex breakdown 

occurs first at the inner radial bound of the region of interest 

and progresses radially outward as the parameters causing this 

breakdown are increased. This analysis will not deal with the 

region where the vortex breaks down; that is, the analysis will 

only be valid for the portion of the region of interest where the 

inviscid radial \!elocity is directed toward the vortex axis. 

The working fluid may enter the region of interest at the 

outer cylinder by being injected tangentially through slot jets, 

by being blown through a rotating porous cylinder or by some 

equivalent method such that the velocity boundary conditions at 

the outer cylinder are: 

At r*=R;u*=-V v*= XV w#=() 

where X is a positive constant representing the ratio of the inlet 

tangential velocity to the inlet radial velocity. These boundary 

conditions prescribe the driving force of the problem. 
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It is assmd that the inner cylinder at r* = ER marks the 

boundary of the region of interest and acts as one electrode for 

the electrical circuit but does not present an obstruction to the 

flow of the fluid. This assumption does not allow the prescrip- 

tion of velocities at the inner cylinder and therefore p=cludes 

consideration of a radial boundary layer on this cylinder. This 

assumption is compatible with the neglect of the second order 

radial derivatives in the Navier-Stokes equations in Chapter II. 

The analysis will not be concerned with the manner of exit 

of the fluid from the central core. The ejection of fluid from 

the boundary layer which was discussed by Rosenz-ueig, Lewellen 

and Ross [9] is assumed to occur in the central core r* < ER and 

thus is not included in the present analysis. 

B. 'Ihe Electromagnetic Boundary Conditions 

The applied magnetic field is in the axial direction and the 

fluid flow is primarily in the tangential direction, therefore an 

electromotive force is induced in the radial direction. For the 

device to operate as a power generator, the end plates must be 

insulators and the cylindrical walls must be conducting electrodes 

connected to an external resistance. 

For mathematical simplicity, assume that this external resist- 

ance consists of two flat plate resistors laminated onto the end 

plates. 'Ibis model retains the symmetry about the plane z* = b/2 

and also maintains the axial symmetry. Thus, in effect, radial 

sheet currents exist at z* equals 0 and b in the mathematical 
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model. This means that the tangential ccmponent of the metic 

field is discontinuous at z* = 0 and b. However, the radial and 

axial components of the magnetic field remain continuous at the 

boundaries because no other sheet currents exist. 

The fact that the end plates are insulators requires that the 

axial component of the current is zero at z* = 0 and b. Thus 

At z* = 0 and b; Bir, z, B* are continuous 

JIz = 0 

The presence of axial currents within the cylindrical elec- 

trodes will again cause the tangential component of the magnetic 

field to be discontinuous but the other two ccmponents are still 

continuous. Fkrther conditions at the cylindrical electrodes need 

not be stipulated since they are not necessary for the analysis. 

Thus 

At r* = CR and R; BF, BE are continuous 

As the distance from the device becomes very large, it is 

assumed that the electric and magnetic fields approach their 

applied values. 

Thus 

As Zig + r*2 - "; 

B* - Bi 

E* -0 



C. The Temperature Boundary Conditions 

There- are two. possible forms for'the,temperature boundary 

conditions on the end-,p3ates, The first fs that there is no heat 

flow axially at the end plates. This condition maybe expressed 

as: 

(i) At z* = 0 and b; $$ = 0 

The second condition is a-prescribed- end-wall temperature, it 

may be expressed as: 

(ii) At z* = 0 and b; T* = Tw 

At the outer cylindrical wall, it is'assumed that the 

fluid enters the region of interest'with.a-uniform prescribed 

value: 

At r* = R; T* = TR 

In the development of the equatlons, the energy equation, 

like the Navier-Stokes' equations, will be simplified to 

parabolic form. Thus no temperature bonndary*conditions will 

be specified on the inner cylindrical wall, This agrees with 

the assumption that the inner cylindrical wall is not a real 

obstacle to the flow. 
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CHAPTER II 

DE'VELORGWI' OF EQUATIONS 

1. Basic Equations 

The steady Mninar motion of an incanpressible electrically 

conducting fluid in the presence of a magnetic field is governed 

by the following equations: 

Conservation of mass 

dlv* v* = 0 

Conservation of mcmentum 

P cv* ’ v)v* = - grad%* + I.IV*~~* + L* x g* 

Maxwell's equations 

curl* B* = vm !L* 

divlrg*=0 

curl* E" = 0 

dlv+ E* = P~*/E~ 

Ohn~s law 

J* = up + v* x p) 

Conservation of charge 

div* L* = 0 

II-1 

II-2 

II-3 

II-4 

II-5 

II-6 

II-7 

11-8 
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Conservation of energy 

where 4 is the viscous dissipation tern and will be defined bblow. 

The asterisks are used to indicate dimensional variables. 

11-g 

2. The Non-Dimensionalizatlon 

Ihe governing differential equations will be non-dlmensional- 

lzed by choosing characteristic values of the variables appearing 

in the problem. When these governing equations are written out in 

cyllndrlcal coordinates, the unknowns are functions of two spatial 

variables, the radius r* and the axial dimension z*. There is no 

dependence upon the azimuthal angle since the flow Is assumed to 

be axisymnetric. The charactetiistic radial dimension is chosen 

as the radius of the outer cylinder, R, while the characteristic 

axial dimension is the separation distance between the two 

plates, b. 

It is not obvious what the characteristic velocity should 

be. The tangential velocity v*is introduced into the region of 

interest with a different value than the radial Velocity. However, 

postulation of differing characteristic velocities for these two 

velocity components only leads to a more complicated analysis and 

does not shed any light on the ordering procedure. Therefore, the 

tangential and radial velocities are given the same characteristic 

velocity. l'he value of the radial velocity at the outer cylinder, 
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denoted by V, is chosen as the characteristic-velocity. It is 

reasonable that the characteristic axial velocity be the sameas 

the characteristic radial velocity since the axial velocity is 

induced by conservation of mass to compensate for-redistribution 

of the radial mass flow. 

The pressure is nondimensionalized by a characteristic 

pressure P. This characteristic pressure will be chosen such 

that the dimensionless pressure p will .be of unit order for all 

values of the variables, this choice*is made in section, 3 below. 

The characteristic temperatare is chosen as the inlet fluid 

temperature TR' 

The characteristic value of the magnetic field is chosen 

as the value of the applied axial magnetic field, B. The electric 

field and electric current are induced by the (xx B> term appear- 

ing in the Ohm's Law equation. Thus, obvious characteristic values 

for the electric field and current are VB and aVB respectively. 

The dimensional variables may now be written as: 

r* - Rr a T*-TT R e 

z* = bz b g* = BB f - 

x* - - vv II-10 
C g* = VBg g 

P* = Pp d J* = aVB2 h 

P* = e P,~W/R i 

The governing equations II-1 through II-9 written in 

dimensionless form and in cylindrical coordinates are: 
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II-11 

U g+ SW az ““++ + m tJzBr - J&l 

i a% a% 
+ Ee ar 

[T + & $1 + s2 s 1 

aw ug+sw$g= -Es g + FmN CJrB+ - BrJ41 

+ s2 G a2w ] 

II-12 

II-13 

II-14 

II-15 

11-16 

II-17 

II-18 

II-19 

II-20 
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$&(r%) =O II-21 

$-& (rE,) + S 2 = Fe 

Jr = Er t vBz - WB 4 

Jfj r =wB -uB 2 

JZ 
= EZtuB 4 - vBr 

$& (rJ,) t s 2 = 0 

aT 1 +sw~=- 
2 

C-a+ a*T 
RePr ar +gts2s 1 

+ m Ec[J; t J$ t J; ] + $ t($)2 + (s %I' 

+ (s ?I,' t ($' t (s g t g I2 - s f$ ] 

II-22 

II-23 

II-24 

II-25 

11-26 

where s Is the shape parameter, Re Is the Reynolds number, E is 

the Euler number, Rn Is the magnetic Reynolds number, N Is the mag- 

II-27 

netic pressure term, Pr is the Prandtlnumber and EC is the Eckert 

number: 

9’ R/b a N = B2/spVz e 

Re = PFffJ/P b Pr = PC/k f 11-28 
E - P/pp C EC - V2/cTR g 

Rm = vmuRv d 
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Note that equations II-19 and 21 plus single valuedness of 

the potential yield 

E9 = 0 II-29 

The boundary conditions for the problem as described in 

section I are 

At z = 0 and 1 U'V3W' 0 a,b,c 

(i) T = Tw/TR or (ii) 5 = 0 d 

Jz = 0 

Br' By continuous f 

The physical configuration is symmetric about the plane 

z = l/2. The dependent variables are either symmetric or anti- 

symmetric with respect to this plane of symmetry. For those which 

are symmetric, their first (and all other odd) derivatives are 

zero at z = l/2. For those which are antisymmetric, the variables 

(and all even derivatives) are zero at z = l/2: 

At z = l/2 3 u,v,T,BzrEr,Jr,J4) = 0 

II-31 
(w,Br,J$,,EZsJz) = 0 

These symmetry conditions are not independent of conditions 

II-30 at the end plates but may partially replace them for conven- 

ience in determining the admissable forms of solutions for the 

variables. 

The radial boundary condition is 
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Atr=l u= -1 

v= A 

w= 0 

T=l 

B BZ rS continuous 

II-32 

The parameter h is the ratfo of the inlet tangential vel- 

ocity to the inlet radial velocity. It Is expected that the term 

vBz in equation II-23 will govern the radial current flow and that 

uBz in equation II-24 will govern the tangential current. Ihe rad- 

ial current is the component which flows throu@ the external cir- 

tuft producing useful electric power while the tangential current 

is entirely dissipated as ohmic losses. For power applications, it 

is desirable to maximize the radial current and minimize the tan- 

gential current. This means that in a practical power generator 

A will be much larger than one. However, the subsequent analysis 

will not be restricted to this case but will retain A as a general 

constant 0 

'Ihe electromagnetic boundary conditions far frun the device 

a3X: 

At 22 + r* = Q) Br = 0 a 

B+ = 0 b II-33 
BZ = 1 C 

E E 0 d 



3. Expansion in Powers of l/s 

With the energy equation being uncoupled, the flow pattern 

and electranagnetic field are functions of the coordinates z and r, 

and of s, Re, E, Rm, N and A, six dimensionless parameters. As 

the equations stand at the moment, their solution borders on the 

impossible; some simplification must be introduced. The usual 

method employed, and the one to be employed presently, is to 

assume that one of the dimensionless parameters has a value either 

much greater than or much less than unity. The terms of the equa- 

tions are then ordered with respect to this parameter and only the 

dominant terms are retained. 

The intent of this analysis is to investigate the Influence 

of the end walls upon the flow pattern within the region of lnter- 

est . Since this Influence is most pronounced when the plates are 

relatively close together, and since,there is a significant simpli- 

flcation of the equations for this case, consideration will now 

be given to the case for which s is much larger than one; that is, 

when the radius of the outer cylinder, R, is much larger than the 

separation 

That 

distance between the two plates, b. 

is, consider now that 

S'S1 II-34 

The first step in the simplification of the equations is 

to expand the dependent variables in powers of l/s, a small 

quantity: 
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1 u=uot, Ill + $ uq +. . . 

1 v-vo+, Vl + 3 vp +... 

1 w-wo+, Wl +3 wp +... 

1 T=Tg+, Ty +i2 T2 +... 

a 

b 

C 

d 

P - po t$ p1 + 3 p2 +... 
II-35 

e 

E=Eo + g, +3 &J +... f 

L = Lo + s -1 LJ +$A +... h 

‘e = ‘eo + s % +i2 p +... i 
el e2 

Now the components ui, Bri, etc. are assumed to be of unit order 

for any s >> 1. These components.may not be completely indepen- 

dent of s; their shape (but not magnitude) may still depend on s. 

The ordered components with subscript zero will satisfy the 

boundary conditions II-30 through 11-33. All other components 

will satisfy analogous conditions but with boundary values of zero. 

Substitution of equations II-35 into equations If-11 through 

II-27 and grouping terms with equal powers of-s yields: 
II-36 

&O awl a592 

az+ ; I$& (uor) + xl + $2[$& (ulr) + ~1 +... - 0 
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dr, 1 dp EL& tgs lt 
au0 auO au0 au1 vo2 

. ..I + SW0 az- + EUOF + Wl F +w0a,- --y-l + . . . 

2 aho a2u1 
$.&,~@ 

37 
+ke Ca’U,t&($ t$ i . . . II-37 

+ IhnN CJ,, Bzo- Jzo BOO1 t y [Jl$, BZo + J+o BZ1- Jzl B@o 

-J 
zo BO1 

] + . . . 

avO avO av av uovo 
SW0 az + [U, ar t Wi * + Wo $A + 7 I + l * l = 

& (2) + 

a2v2 

azz 1 + . . l 11-38 

+ fGnN CJzoBm- JmBzOl + F [JzlBm+ JZoBrn- JrlBZo- J,oFzl ; + . . 

awO 
sCwo-$z 

awO 
I t boy t WI 

awO awl 
-two r ] 

aP, aP, 

az f 0,. t E[s rtr-+e.] 

2 &to ahI 

=$-ptZe-+ 21 + . . . II-39 

+ RN CJ, oB40- J4,Brol + F CJ ~3 rl $0 +J B 
PO 01 - J41Bro - J40Brl] t . . . 

aB$IO 
-iii a2 

1 fL ooo 
Tin az 

=Jmt;Jrl t . . . II-40 

aBro 1 aB aB 
iiii5r +Rii(az 

rl -- 3) t . . . = J$o t ;JQi + . . . II-41 
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i a 
Isllrar 

1 (r~,,) + 0.0 = Jzo + $ Jzl + 0.0 II-42 

aBzo aB 
--+p+Bro, ++J ] + 00. =o a2 

aErO 
az 

+ 1 aErl aErO 
s c,, -FJ+...=o 

aEzo aE 
-+i[*$(rE,,)+*]+ ... = P, a2 

J ro - Em + ; (Jr1 - E,,) + 0.. = 

VoBzo -wB 0 40 + $ (vlBzo + voBzl - wlBOo - wlBgO) + 0.. 

J + 15 
40 s $1 

+ . . . = woBm - uoBzo 9 

$ (wlBro + woBrl - u B 
1 20 

- ulBZp) + .e. 

J 20 - EZo + $ (J - EZ1) + . . . = u B - vOBrO 
+ 

Zl 0 40 

$ (ulBlbo + uoBql - vlBro- voBrl ) + 0.. II-48 

aJz0 aJ 
-+ $ [$k (rJro) + 9-J + . . . 

az = 0 

II-43 

II-44 

II-45 

II-46 

II-47 

II-49 
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aT0 aT 
aTO a-h Svj)Z + [uo g+ hy K + H’o azl + . . . = 

S* 
a*Fo a*T, 

Repr azz +&F3T+RzF l c 
a*To 1 aT, a2T2 
-+r ar + 31 + l *. 

+M'EccJ,uz+ J '+ Jz;)+2 
$0 

y (JroJrl + JgoJ41 + JmJzl) + . . . 

II-50 

Ecs 2CaW, 3 tavoavlt~ au, ta& “w”,+ -- 
Re az az az az az az az ar l *’ 

The method of solution of this set of equations 11-36 

through II-50 will be to solve for the zeroth order unknowns of 

several of these equations and use these results to simplify the 

remaining equations. 

Consider first equations 11-36, 43, 44, 45 and 49. Each of 

these equations contains only the dimensionless parameter s and 

the dominant term of each is a single variable differentiated 

with respect to z. The terms of these equations, and all the other 

equations, have been constructed to be of order one, independent of 

s. Thus in each of these equations, each set of terms multiplied 

by a different power of s may be set equal to zero. 

Thus the lead term of equation 11-36 is 

awO 

az = 
0 
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Irrmec'iate integration gives 

WO = flW 

Applying the boundary condition 11-30-c, the result is 

wo = 0 II-51 

This is an interesting result. In most analyses, it is 

assumed a priori that the terms of the continuity equation are of 

the same order. In the above.analysis, this assumption was not 

made and the result is that the axial velocity is not of the same 

order as the other two velocity components; that is, while the 

radial and tangential velocities are of unit order, the axial vel- 

ocity is of order l/s. It is physically reasonable that the axial 

velocity be small since it is prescribed zero on all boundaries 

where velocities are stipulated and since it has no primary driv- 

ing force such as an imposed axial pressure gradient. 

However, the fact that the zeroth order axial velocity w. 

is zero does not mean that all the inertia terms containing the 

axial velocity can be automatically ignored. Inspection of the 

momentum equations II-37 and 38 and the energy equation II-50 re- 

veals that the inertia and convection terms captaining the first 

order axial velocity WI are of the sang order as the inertia and 

convection terms containing the zemth order radial and tangential 

velocities. This means that these inertia and convection terms 

containing w1 are of importance when the other terms are snd that 
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the first order axial velocity wl'rmst be considered along with 

the zeroth order radial and axial velocities. 

Returning to the continuity equation 11-36, it is seen that 

the terms multiplied by (l/s), when set equal to zero, form an 

equation for the zeroth order radial velocity uo and the first or- 

der axial velocity w10 Since w1 mtst be considered along with uo 

and vo , this equation is of use in determining these IJldCtlOWllS 

and will be employed below. 

Similarly, the lead term of equation II-43 yields, upon inte- 

gration, 

lhe 

satisfied 

equation. 

B zo = fp(r) 

equations which govern the flow inside 

for any f*(r). Outside the device B 
ZO 

the device are 

satisfies Laplace's 

It is known from the boundary conditions that BZo is 

continuous at the fluid-solid interface and is equal to one at 

z*+r*= 00 

Thus the solution for BZo outside the device is determinant for 

my f*(r); the function f*(r) may be chosen so as to simplify the 

subsequent analysis. The most convenient choice is f*(r) = 1. Thus 

B =1 11-52 
zo 

This means that, to the zeroth order in l/s, the axial mag- 

netic field is undistorted by the presence of the two flat plates 

and the fluid contained between them. It is physically reasonable 

that if the plates are relatively close together, the distortion 
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of the axial -tic field is small. Note that equation II-52 

has been obtained without limitation to small magnetic Reynolds 

number. 

The zeroth order term of equation II-44 yields 

E ro = f3W II-53 

Again, as in the case of BZO, the equations within and out- 

side of the device are valid and determinant for any value of 

f3W However, in this case there Is an additional restriction 0 
on the function fs(r>; E 

ro 
rmst be such that Ohm's law for the ex- 

ternal circuit is satisfied. Ohm's law states 

Ab = ?+ li II-54 

where A%* is the potential difference applied to the external cir- 

cuit, ?* is the current flowing through that circuit and 2 Is the 

resistance of the external circuit. 

In terms of the variables within the device, 

?* = 2nR aVBb I1 r Jrdz II-55 
0 

A;* = - 11-56 

where the minus sign in equation II-56 is introduced to account 

for the fact that Er is an induced electric field and A%* is an 

applied electric field. 

Written in dimensionless form and retaining only the domin- 

ant terms in powers of l/s, equation II-54 beccmes 
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$1 fj(r)dr = - 271 ab;i J,' rJrodz II-57 

where equation II-53 has been used to replace E&. 

Thus it is obvious that f3(r) cannot be a&itrarily chosen 

as fz(r) was! Equation II-57 will be developed further when the 

orderirig procedure yields further information concerning the rela- 

tion between f3(r) and JrO. 

Next, equation II-45 yields 

E zo = G+(r) + j" peodz 

The problem posesses syrsnetry about the plane z = l/2 and EZ is 

antisyrmnetric. Thus, by equation 11-31, 

E = 
zo ! 

' Peodz 11-58 
r 
2 

Lastly, equation II-49 yields 

J zo = f5W 

or, since the end plates are insulators, if is obvious that 

II-59 

The zeroth order terms of equations 11-36, 43, 44, 45 and 49 

have been solved for wO, BZO, Era,. Ezo and Jz, respectively. Qua- 

tion II-45 yielded a relation between EZo and the still unknown pe. 

The remaining zeroth order unk~~-~, still undetermined, are UO, vo, 

PO* BrOS B+O, JrOD J$o md TO* In order to solve the governing 
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equations for these zeroth order trduxmns, it is necessary to solve 

simultaneously the equations for one first order unknown, w1 since 

it appears in the momentum, continuity and energy equations where 

w. would normally be expected to appear. For convenience, the set 

of unknowns uo, vo, wl, po, Bg, EJ and & will be referred to as 

the zeroth order set of unknowns. 

The analysis will now be concerned with completing the deter- 

mination of the zeroth order set of unknowns. For this purpose, 

equations 11-36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 46, 47, 48 and 50 till be 

analyzed further. Equation II-42 will not enter into this consider- 

ation since, for general magnetic Reynolds nwnber, its dominant 

terms involve a higher order unknown: 

For magnetic Reynolds nu&er of order one or smaller, the solution 

for the tangential metic field BOo found 

will automatically satisfy equation 11-42. 

Note that the leading non-linear term 

11-37, 38, and 39 disappears since w. = 0. 

from equation II-40 

in each of equations 

Equations 11-36, 37, 

38, 39, 40, 41, 46, 47, 48 and 50 may now be written with the high- 

er order terms neglected. 

awl $& (uor) + r = 0 II-60 



auO au, v 2 

u" ar +%az - 
apO -+E- s2 a2uo 
ar = Reazz+ lmJ Jgo II-61 

avO 
u" ar 

avO uovo 
+w1= +y 

s2 a2v() 
= is-z? -IhnN Jro 

apJ s a2w1 
SET = Tie TF +m[JB ro $0 - JgoBrol 

2...‘&c 
= Jro 

aB 
k + = Jo0 

J r0 = v. + f3(r> 

Jgo = - u. 

0 = uoB#q=J - "OBro + I 
' p,dz 

‘1 

aT, a TO 
uOF+w 

s2 aT0 
T 

1r= RePr w + FM EC (Jr0 2+ Joo2 > 

av, 2 allo 2 +Ec$(;i-i-) +(&I 

II-62 

11-63 

II-64 

II-65 

II-66 

II-67 

II-68 

II-69 

!lke axial rmnentum equation II-63 may be directly simplified 

by consideration of the Euler number E = P/pV2. In the non-dimen- 

sionalization of the pressure in equation 11-10, the character- 

istic pressure P was chosen such that the dimensionless pressure p 

would be unit order for all ranges of parameters considered. 
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Consider the radial momentum equation 11-61. The pressure 

term is the driving force in that equation; if there is no radial 

pressure gradient, the radial velocity becomes zero. Therefore, 
GPO 

the term (E ar -) must be as large as the largest of the remaining 

terms in the radial momentum equation 11-61. Since all the vari- 

ables have been non-dimensionalized to be of unit order, this is 

equivalent to saying that the Euler number, E, must be equal to 

the largest of 1, s2/Re and RmN. 

Thus 
E's2;E 

-Re 
2-J; E21 II-70 

Now consider the axial momentum equation II-63 in the light 

of equation 11-70. Ccmparison of the pressure term with the mag- 

netic term in equation 11-63 shows that the pressure term is 

always at least of order s larger than the magnetic term. There- 

fore, the magnetic term in the axial momentum equation may be neg- 

lected, 

By a similar comparison, it is seen that the pressure term 

is always at least of order s 2 larger than the viscous term in the 

axial mcmentum equation even within a boundary layer. Therefore, 

the viscous term may also be. neglected and equation 11-63 is re- 

duced to 

aPO = 0 II- 71 
az 



This result is also obtained in a single plate analysis by 

assumfng a large Reynolds number. In this case it was obtained 

as a result of the geometric restriction to large radius compared 

with separation distance; there is no restriction upon the size 

of the Reynolds number, 

Equation II-71 stating that the zeroth order pressure is 

independent of the axial coordinate, was gained by neglecting the 

second order axial derivatives in the axial momentum equation. 

Now the governing equations only contain a first order axial der- 

ivative of the axial velocity. 

In the single plate problem, this neglect caused no diffi- 

culty since there was only one axial boundary condition specified 

on the axial velocity, w(r,o) = 0, The axial velocity far from 

the plate was not specified. 

Now let a second plate be introduced to confine the vortex. 

This plate has two effects upon the conditions of the flow. The 

first is that it requires a second axial boundary condition for 

the axial velocity on the form of w(r, 1) = 0. The second effect 

is that the radial pressure gradient dp/dr (r), which was known in 

the single plate problem, is now an unknown. 

The addition of the second plate to the flow picture adds 

one condition w(r,l) = 0 and one unknown dp/dr. It is apparent 

that these two effects are inter-related. The presence of the 

second plate, causing the no flow boundary condition, requires 

32 
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that the radial pressure gradient be just that unique value which 

will allow the no flow condition to be satisfied. In actuality, 

this second axial boundary condition on the axial velocity is used 

to determine the radial pressure gradient. 'Ibis will be explained 

in detail after the governing equations are further simplified. 

Equation II-66 ,may be cotiined with equation II-57 to yield 

an expression for fS(r) in terms of the tangential velocity vo: 

where 

f3(r) = $ - ,,' 'Jo dz 

Aa I 
2nai4 b + lr& E 

11-72 

II-73 

Now the radial current may'be expressed as 

J ro 
=$ +v o - ,: vodz II-74 

where the term aA represents that portion of the radial electric 

current which passes through the external circuit to produce use- 

ful electric power and the term (v. - /'v dz) represents the 
0 O 

eddy currents caused by the variation of the tangential velocity 

profile with z. 

Since the radial and tangential currents are known entirely 

in terms of velocities by equations 11-67 and 11-74, equations 

11-60, 61, 62, and 69 my be written completely in terms of veloc- 

ities rather than contain any electric cument term: 
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awl 
;+uo, += -0 II-75 

au0 Vo2 a2u 
u. ~+WITz-r+E~ =g 2 - RnNu, 11-76 

avO 
u. ar 

avO uovo +wlr+r = 
s2 a2vfJ 
ZaZImm(r Qx+v,- I1v dz) 

0 O 
iI- 

aTO 
u. ar -+w 

aTo s2 a2To 
1== Rels; aZ,+Ec 

-t FM? EC [uo2 + ($ + v. - 1,' vodz12 1 II-78 

The applicable boundary conditions are II-30-a,b,c,d; 11-31; 

II-32-a,b,c,d, 

Equations II-75 through II-78 do not contain any electromag- 

netic variables; they may be solved without recourse to equations 

II-64 through II-680 After the velocity profiles are determined, 

equations II-74 and II-67 yield the electric current components 

J 
r0 and Jgo respectively. Next, equations II-64 and 65 may be 

solved for B 60 and Bra. Finally, equation 11-68 may be 

differentiated and solved for the unknown electric charge 

density pee 

lhere are two axial boundary conditions to be satisfied by 

the axial velocity: 

At z =Oandz=l Wl = 0 11-30-c 
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One of these two conditions may be satisfied as a normal boundary 

condition on w10 ?he other condition may be considered as a fourth 

equation, to be corrbined with the three governing equations 11-75, 

76 and 77, to be solved for the four unknowns ug, VO, wl, and . . 
E dp, /dr e 

In theory, the set of equations 11-75, 76 and 77 may be solved 

for the velocity components UO, VO, and wl in terms of the govern- 

ing parameters A, s2/Re and FM and also in terms of the pressure 

gradient E dpo/dr. This radial pressure gradient is not yet tiown. 

In general, these velocity solutions will not be able to satisfy 

both of the conditions 11-30-c on the axial velocity since only 

the first derivative of the axial velocity appears in the govern- 

ing equations. However, there exists a particular, unique radial 

pressure gradient (E dpo/dr) for which both of these conditions 

can be satisfied. This is the pressure gradient which will exist 

naturally between the two flat plates. 

This pressure gradient may be determined as follows: First 

integrate the continuity equation II-75 with respect to z from 

z=otoz=1. Application of the boundary conditions II-3042 

yields 

I ‘la o rz (uor) dz = 0 II-79 

Since the limits of integration are independent of the radius r, 

equations II-79 may be integrated to yield 
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I 1 

0 
uodz = ; 

The boundary condition uo(l,z) = - 1 gives finally 

I 1 

0 
uodz = - $ II-80 

?his is an integral representation of the conservation of 

mass equation. It states that the total amount of radial mass 

flow at any radial station is a constant (equal to - 1). 

Thus, equations 11-75, 76 and 77 may be solved for uo, vo, 
dpo and w1 in terms of a general (E dr -). The solution for the radial 

velocity 

S2 dPO 

uO = uo(r,z;FW E, A, E ~1 

may be substituted into equation II-80 to yield a solution for 

the radial pressure gradient 

With u. known in terms of this particular pressure gradient, the 

continuity equation II-75 yields a solution for w1 which satisfies 

both axial boundary conditions 11-30-c. 

4. A Discussion of Types of Flow 

The type of flow existing in the region of interest as rep- 

resented by equations 11-75, 76 and 77 depends upon the values of 
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the dimensionless groups appearing in these equations, s2/Re, F&IN 

and E. The determination of E is automatic, it is set equal to the 

largest of 1, s2/Re and FM. 'Jherefore, there are only two indepen- 

dent dimensionless groups governing the type of flow. In the follow- 

ing, FM and s2/Re will be assumed mall (of order l/s or smaller), 

of unit order, or large (of order s or larger) and the resulting 

flow patterns will be briefly discussed. 

CASE A 

Consider first the case of ‘FhnN negligible; the Reynolds num- 

ber is ordered below. This may be caused physically by a weak mag- 

netic field or small electric conductivity. Since the governing 

equations have been developed by neglecting terms of order l/s ccm- 

pared with the dominant terms, this is equivalent-to considering 

Fm 2 l/s 

In this case, the magnetic terms in equations 11-76 and 77 are 

small compared with the inertia terms and may be neglected. This 

removes any effect that the magnetic field has on the flow; the 

flow is hydrodynamic to order l/s. 

Al 

Consider the s2/Re is smsll in addition to RmN: 

R-ON 2 l/s and s2Ae 2 l/s 

It follows fkom equation II-70 that E = 1. The inertia terms 

dominate the viscous terms except in two boundary layer regions 

near the two end plates. That is, equations 11-75, 76 and 77 with 
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the terms on the right hand side of the equal signs replaced by 

zero approximately govern the flow in the central region between 

the two plates. 'Ike flow in the two boundary layer regions lying 

between this central region and the two plates is governed by equa- 

tions 11-75, 76 and 77 without the magnetic terms but with the vi,+ 

cous terms present since the second order axial derivatives must 

be retained to satisfy the boundary conditions on the plates. This 

case was analyzed by Loper [83 using a momentum integral analysis. 

With the introduction of the parameter s, the normal role of 

the Reynolds number Re is replaced by a modified Reynolds number 

Re/s2. The boundary layer thickness is of order m rather 

than m. 

A2 

Now consider s2Ae is of unit order (this is equivalent to 

Re >> 1) while F3nN remains small: 

RrNL$ s2/Re = O(1) 

Again it follows that E = 1. In this case the viscous terms 

are of the same order as the inertia terms and viscous flow fills 

the region of interest; there is tangential flow throughout the 

region but there is no central core of inviscid flow. 

A3 

Let s2/Re be large while RmN is still small: 

s2Ae 2 s 



NowE= s2Ae. The viscous terms daninate and a Stokes type 

of flow results from equations 11-75, 76 and 77. The tangential 

velocity has a non-zero value only in a boundary layer region near 

the outer cylinder, The radial velocity is non-zero throughout the 

region because of radial mass flow conservation; it assumes a para- 

bolic profile away flmn the outer cylinder (see Appendix III for 

details). It is no longer possible to satisfy'the boundary condi- 

tion at the outer cylinder in this special case. 

CASE B 

Consider now that the magneticparameter is of unit order: 

RmN = O(1) 

In this case the magnetic terms are of the same order as the inertia 

terms and must be considered whenever the inertia terms are. 

Bl 

RmN = O(1) s2Ae 1 
Is E=l 

This case is very similar to case Al; there is a boundary 

layer flow but now the rragnetic terms must be included. At this 

point it is not clear what influence the presence of the magnetic 

terms have on the boundary layer growth and boundary layer block- 

age. Chapter III, which is an approximate analysis of these cases, 

will describe this influence. 
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B2 

RmN = o(1) s2/Re = O(1) E=l 

All dimensionless groups,are of order one. This case is simi- 

lar to A2; there is viscous flow throughout the region but with the 

magnetic terms present. 

B3 

RmN = O(1) s2Ae 2 s E= s2/Re 

This case is identical to case A3, The viscous terms do&- 

nate the inertia and magnetic terms, 

CASE C 

Let the magnetic parameter be large 

RmN 2s 

The magnetic terms are larger than the inertia terms; the latter 

may be neglected, With the neglect of the inertia terms it becomes 

impossible to satisfy the radial boundary condition at the outer 

cylinder since the radial derivative terms are i@;nored. In actual- 

ity radial boundary layers exist on the outer cylinder. In this 

way the radial boundary conditions are satisfied. The further or- 

dering of s2/Re must now be done with respect to FM rather than 

with respect to unity. 
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Cl 

RnNLS s2Ae 2 y E=RmN 

In this case the magnetic term apparently dominate all 

others excepting the pressure term and is the governing term in 

the central region of the device, Near the boundaries the viscous 

terms beccm important and boundary layersoccur. The inertia 

terms remain negligible. 

c2 

m:s S2/Re = O(RmN) E = RmN 

This case is analogous to case A2 but now the viscous terms 

balance the magnetic terms throughout the region of interest but 

the inertia terms remain negligible. 

c3 

RmN 1s s2/Re 2 RmNs E = s2/Re 

This case is identical to cases B3 and A3. It is purely a 

Stokes type of flow with the magnetic terms as well as the inertia 

terms being negligible. 
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CHAFTER III 

EXACT SOLUTION OF THE LINEARIZED 

MOMENTUM EQUATIONS 

1. The Linearization 

In this chapter, the set of equations II - 75, 76 and 77 are 

to be solved to yield the velocity profiles and the radial pres- 

sure gradient. The most comnon method of attacking such a coupled 

set of non-linear partial differential equations is that of momen- 

tum integral analysis. However, for this problem of a confined 

magneto hydrodynamic vortex flow, that approximate method of anal- 

ysis is too cumbersome to be employed. Some other method of attack 

is needed. It is desired that this method yield a more exact 

tion and more details of the flow than the momentum integral 

method can. 

solu- 

Such a method which has been used with some success on non- 

linear equations of this sort is the so called Oseen or Targ lin- 

earization [lo]. This linearization scheme is valid for general 

values of the governing parameters. This is the method of the 

solution which will be employed in this chapter. 

The governing equations are 
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;;pu,+g =o 

(u ,$+w&,u-$ 2 azu +Eg =&= - Fbnhhl 
J 

Aa - 
2nai4b + In 1 E 

II-75 

11-76 

II-77 

II-73 

The subscrfpts have been dropped frm the unknowns for convenience; 

only the zeroth order set of unknowns will be considered below. 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are given by equa- 

tions II-30-a,b,c; 11-31; II-32-a,b,c. 

Equation II-75 is already linear and need not be altered. 

Equation 11-76 contains the non-linear operator (u &+w &) as 

well as the non-lfnear term (v2/r), Both of these expressions will 

be linearized so that a tractable solution may be found. Similar- 

ly, equation II-77 contains the non-linear operator (u 

A u/r) which also will be linearized. 

In the linearization process, the variables u and w appear- 

ing in the non-lfnear operators are to be replaced by known func- 

tions which approximate these unknowns. There is a considerable 

simplification in the subsequent analysis if these replacement 

functions are purely radial functions. Therefore, let the radial 

velocity u be replaced by sme gl(r) and the axial velocity 
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w be replaced by some g,(r) in the non-linear operators where 

these functions g, and g2 represent the average values of u and w 

respectively within the region of interest: 

u - gl(r) III-1 

w - k3&d III-2 

These functions g,(r) and g,(r) may be represented as the average 

of their respective functions over z: 

gl(r) = (udz 111-3 

g2(r) = 1: wdz III-4 

The conservation of mass equation 11-80 yields the result for g 
1’ 

gl(r) = -l/r 111-5 

It has been noted that the function w is antisyrrmetric with respect 

to the midplane z = l/2. Therefore, its integral frcm z = 0 to 

Z = 1 is identically zero and 

g2W = 0 III-6 

!lhus the operators become 

111-7 

III-8 

'Ihis linearization scheme has several fortunate consequences 

beyond linearization of the equations. The first is that now 

only the even derivatives of z appear in the mementum equations; 
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they may be solved by known transform methods. The second conse- 

quence of the linearization is that the equations are uncoupled. 

The tangential momentum equation may first be solved for v. Next 

the radial momentum equation may be solved for u in terms of the 

known v and the tiown Eg This result for u in terms of 

E dp/dr may be substituted into the conservation of mass equation 

U-80; this yields the solution for the radial pressure term, 

E dp/dr. Finally the continuity equation II-75 yields the solu- 

tion for the axial velocity w. 

In order that the solution for the radial velocity u may be 

found in terms of a simple Fourier series, the non-dear term 

(v2/r) appearing in the radial momentum equation will be linear- 

ized in a manner similar to that above. One of the factors v of 

this non-linear term will be approximated by its inviscid value 

h/r (l-ma 9). m' 1s value is given in Appendix III-Special 

Case solutions in Eq. A-19. This linearization is very good for 

large Reynolds nmers such that the boundary layers are small. 

For smaller Reynolds numbers it is more approximate but remains as 

accurate as the linearization process above. 

lhus 

(-$)-+ ( -$(l-RmNa &$) :) III-g 

Equations II-76 and 77 in linearized form are: 

i au 
- F ar --$( l-mNa F) +Ei&~$$~-m III-10 

I 
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i av 12 = 
-Far-r ~+lmN($+v-(vdz) III-ll. 

2. Solution of Linearized Tangential 
Momentum Equation 

The tangential momentum Equation III-11 must be solved be- 

fore solution of the radial momentum equation III-10 is attempted 

since the tangential velocity v appears as a non-homogeneous term 

in equation III-lo. Equation III-11 is linear in the tangential 

velocity v since Aa is linear in v. Equation III-11 is a integro- 

differential equation; it may be split up so that the differential 

and integral parts can be solved separately. In order to attack 

the differential form of equation III-11 first, replace the inte- 

gral terms by the symbol AF(r): 

I1 I1 
AF(r) = Ji vdz - $ E O 

VdZ& 

2n& + ln$ 
III-12 

'Ihe term A is introduced into the definition of F(r) so that it 

may be determined independently of A. 

With this substitution equation III-11 is now 

iav v s2 a% 
-rzF-;;2=TG yjg - Rm N (v - AF(r)) III-13 

This tangential momentum equation may be solved by the finite 

sine transform method. The finite sine transform and its inverse 

are defined as [ll] 
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Vn (r,n> 3 ~1,' v(r,z) sin rnzdz III-l'+ 

v(r3z) = T 2 x, Vn (r, n) sin 77 nz 111-15 
= 

The problem under consideration posesses syxnnetry about the 

mid plane z = l/2. 

Thus 
g (r,1/2) = 0 \ 11-31-b 

This condition may be used to simplify the transform equations 

III-14 and 15. Applying this synmetry condition to equation 

III-15 yields 

iin (r,n) = 0 for n even 111-16 

Thus only terms with n odd need be considered; equations III-14 

and 15 may be written 

i3 2n-1 v(r,z) sin n(2n-1)z dz 

v(r,z) = $ T Q-1 (r,n) sin (2n-1) nz 
n=l 

The transform of the second axial derivative may be 

written as 

a2v&1 
ad 

= -(2n-1)2 7r2 V2n-1 

III-17 

111-18 

III-19 

since v(r,O) = 0 and v(r,l) = 0 

Equation III-13 may be transfomd using: equation III-17 to 
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the form 

1 dG2n-1 Q-1 me B-z 
rdr r2 -Gnv2n 1 + w F(r) III-20 

where 

Gn I (7r2s2/Re9(2n-l)2 + RmN III-21 

The solution of the non 

ential equation III-20 may be 

tion of parameters and is 

homogeneous linear ordinary differ- 

easily found by the method of varia- 

= Cn 5 GnrV2 
r 

3 ,,(r,n> e 2xRmN 1 
G, r2-q2 

2 drl - - III-22 - r12F(n9e 
2n-1 r 

The transform of the radial boundary condition 11-32-b is 

Atr=l v 2A 
2n-1 = 2n-1 111-23 

This condition allows the constant Cn to be evaluated and yields 

-G (l-r29 
v ,,(r,n9 = $j& Ce n 2 drll 

III-24 

The inverse transform yields the result for the tangential 

velocity in terms of the function F(r) which has not yet been 

determined. 

4A" 
-G (l-r29 

v(r,d = ; r 1 sin(2n-1)nz {e n 2 
n=l 2n-1 

+RIIlN % 
4 

i r12F(rt)e n 
(02-r29 

2 
dd 111-25 
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I- 

This completes the solution of the differential portion of 

the integro-differential equation 111-11. Now the function XF(r), 

defined by equation 111-12, will be determined. First, the inte- 

grals of the tangential velocity v with respect to z and with re- 

spect to both z and r must be calculated: 
-G (lmr2> 

I:v(r,z)dz = $ k ry &z e n 2 + 
n=l - 

-G h2-r2> 
1 ,&j-2 e n 2 hl = 

b 

111-26 

Note that the infinite series in n appearing in equation 

111-26 are of the form 

(l-r2> 00 
eBm 2 T.Il *2 e-"(2n-1) 2 

where M is a non-negative nur&er. This series is highly converg- 

ent since 

for M ) 0, 

'Ihe double integral of v is 

1' /'v(r,z)dr dz = 
c 0 

G 2m 1 
@)” L- j r12F(n)e 

. I 

4Qz/2 
drl 

m!m E 

III-27 
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-G n r2/2 dr3 111-27 

Equation III-12 defining the function F(r) may be written as 

F(r) = : [ $ ;;=l&~ e Y 
-Ln (1-r") 

2 - al 

c 

F (n2F& i 1 
-G (02-r2) 

n=l'w* e 
n 2 drl III-28 

where j-l I* v/X dzdr 
E 0 

a= 
2bncrti + ln ; 

II-73 

Equation 111-28 is a Volterra equation of the second kind 

The solution is iterative. The zeroth approximation is merely 

the non-homogeneous term ; the first approximation is that term 

plus the integral of the zeroth approximation multiplied by the 

kernel; etc. The complete solution is 

F(r) = [l + F RF] [t2 $ f 
-G (l-r29 

m=l &r)2 e n 2 - 3 III-29 

where 
4 02-r2 

K&x(r)] - $$mN 11 $ ~(n)[=i&~ e n 2 dn III-30 

The proof that this is a convergent solution is given in 

Appendix 1, The set of equations III-25,27,29,30 and II-73 form 

the solution of equation III-11 for the tangential velocity. In 
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section III-4 below, these equations will be simplified to a much 

more practical form. 

3. Solution of the Linearized Radial Manentum Equation 

Since the tangential velocity solution is now known, equation 

III-10 may be solved for the radial velocity u in terms of the fknc- 

tion F(r) and the pressure gradient E dp/dr, The pressure gradient 

is still an unknown; it is to be determined from the integral form 

of the conservation of mass flow equation 11-80 after the radial 

velocity is found. 

Equation III-10 will be solved by finite sine transform as 

equation III-11 was" Again, there is symnetry about the mid plane 

z = l/2 so that only the odd terms in n are retained: 

ii ,-,(w) = TI [iu(r,z) sin(2n-1)nzdz 111-31 

(r,n> sin(2n-1)nzdz 111-32 

The transform of the second axial. dirivative of the radial 

velocity is 

a2u2n-1 
a29 = - n2(2n-1)2 :a-1 III-33 

since u(r,O) = u(r,l) = 0. The transform of the tangential velocity 

v is given by equation 111-24. The transform of the radial momen- 

tum equation III-10 is 
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1 d%-1 
rdr = Gni2n-1 + & @ -&-l<(l-FWJa~) 

r 

4 (l-r29 

[e n 2 9 RnNj1n2F(0)e 
4 02-r2 

n 2 drill 
r 

III-34 

where Gn 

The solution of the linear, non-homogeneous, ordinary dif- 

ferential equation X1-34, found by variation of parameters, is 

4 Cl-r2> 

ii 2n-1(r,n) = e n 2 [dn + & ($ -1 - T.(r + $9 + RmNa)] 

d n2-r2) 
242 + 2~~ RmN [T(r + $)- $1 Jyn2F(q)e n 2 drl 

-G( n2-r2> 
- 2& FhN( [F (TI + $- $n2Fe n 2 dr, 

2-r2 

-b h ~TI Eg eGn' 2 drl 
1 

III-35 

The transform of the radial boundary condition 11-32-a is 

At r=l; 

This boundary 

evaluated and 

3: 2n-1 = 
2 -- 

2n-1 111-36 

condition allows the integration constant dn to be 

yields 

i&..&,n> = & e 
4 (l-r29 

n 2 [A2($ -l- y{r + $9 + RmNa) -11 

-G (n2-r2> -- 
+&RnN If [$-t+y(~+t-r-$)]~~F(~)e n 2 dn 

- & sln ee 
4 n2-r2 

n 2 drl 
r 

III-37 
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The inverse transform of equation III-37 is 

+ xze4n 
(l-r29 

2 

[$-1 + F (0-r + + - $1 

4 b12-$9 
n 2 

+ n2-r2 
n2Fh)e d,,-(,&e n 2 dn'. 111-38 

Equation 111-38 @ves the radial velocity u as a function of 

the pressure gradient E dp/dr, Now the integral form of the conser- 

vation of mass equation 11-80 may be used to determine the pressure 

padient: 

c udz = - l/r 

Substitution of equation III-38 into II-80 yields 

II-80 

+ (02-r2) m- 

i2iY e ;m42 
n=l 

dn 

+[a2($ -l- m(r + L) + RmNa) -1-j 8 
4 (l-r21 

2 r G-2 i&i-p n 2 =O 
III-39 

Equation III-39 is a Volterra equation of the first kind. 

The integral involving F(r) is a known function f'rw equation 

111-29. Equation III-39 may be transformed into a Volterra equation 

of the second kind merely by differentiation: 
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-Gn + X2Gn($1- p(r + i) + FhNa)] 

l RniNa + h21wJ /, CT 

III-40 

p&j Volterra equation of the second kind may be solved in the 

same manner that equation 111-28 was: 

Eg = [l + ; K m] 'ii, 
m=l p 

-G (l-r21 
n 2 [G,+ ;; 

III-41 

where 

P 

4 q2-r2 

KplXr)l g I1 nxh9-$ 
Gne n 2 

r n=l (h-1)2 do III-42 
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The proof that this solution for the radial pressure gradient 

is convergent is given in Appendix I. 

With the radial velocity u known, it is a simple matter to 

solve the continuity equation II-75 for the axial velocity w: 

4 (l-r2> 
{e n 2 [A2Gn-(1 + X2)($ + Gnr) 

G 
+ ~2MNa(~ -l- + (l-r)2)] + r@ + A2RmN I~[Gn(rrr)(l-lbnNa(1-~P9) 

MNa - F (0r-1-q2)- 
4 h2-~> 

r~F(n) e n 2 drl - (Gur t $) 

III-43 

Thus solution for the axial velocity is not able to satisfy 

the boundary conditions at r = 1 (w(l,z) = 0) since the differential 

equations do not contain radial derivatives of 

This is a shortcoming common to boundary layer 

solution for the axial velocity w does satisfy 

conditions at the plates z = 0 and 1 by virtue 

the axial velocity. 

theory analyses. lhe 

the no flow boundary 

of the fact that 
4 (02-r29 4 (l-r29 

e n 2 dn+e n 2 

[GnX2-(1 + X2)(Gnr + i) + A2FhNa{+ -l- Gny2}] + x?m I1 
r 

[Gn(o-r)[ l-RnNav) )- ~~m?-1-~2)- $]nF(o)e+('2?2) dn) = 0 

III-44 
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Ihis equality may be verified by a caMnation of (A/8) 

times equation III-40 and (l/r) times equation 111-43. 

4. A Further Simplification 

Equations III-25, 39 and 43 for the velocity components u,v, 

and w are valid in general; there are no limitations on the parmeL 

ters X,.s2/Re and FMJ. As these solutions stand, they are too ccxn- 

plex for practical use, even for numerical ccmputations. In this 

section-,. these equations will be simplified to a more practical 

form by making use of a certain approximation explained below. 

l'he function which makes it impossible to transform the inte- 

gral equations III-28 and 39 into differential form is 

f(x) s !$ b, &i)2 .A+ III-45 

If this function were approximated it would enable F(r) and $$to be 

found in closed form and thus greatly simplify the solutions. For- 

tuhately, the series is highly convergent and may be roughly approx- 

imated by its first term; therefore assume 

III-46 

where 

8 z n2s2/Re III-47 

The error introduced by this approximation is fully analyzed 

in Appendix II. There is no error if Reynolds number is infinity 
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while as the Reynolds number approaches zero, the error asymptot- 

ically approaches 23%. 

Now equation 111-28 may be replaced by 

rF(r) = e -( 0 + m)q -a- m lr ,.,2F(,,) eMte + m) v dn 
l 

III-48 

Whereas it was impossible to express equation 111-28 in a differen- 

tial form because of the infinite sum, equation III-48 is equivalent 

to the differential equation 

b-F) ’ 

The solution 

rF(r) 

where the constant 

ing the form 

= r[e(rF> + (RmN + e>al 

of equation III-49 IS 
_ ,0-r2> 

RnNa 1-e e 2 
_ 

=e 
Jl-r2) 

2 - 

of integration 

rF = - a(1 + F)+ce 

irirlto equation 111-118. 

a- III-50 

hElS been determined by substitut- 

&-r2 
2 

III-49 

This closed form solution for the function F(r) greatly simp- 

lifies the solution for the tangential velocity v; equation III-25 

is now 
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-+ l-r21 -8 (l,r2) 

2 v(r,z) = ;; r 4A" ,~"{~~~~ 1 a' C&Ce 2 - FhNa l-e 8 1 

4 (l-r21 
'+ (l- E)(l + p) e * 2 - yql 

n n n 
III-51 

where Gn a2s2 = me (en-1)2 + FM and 0 = r2s2/Re 

Equation 111-51, giving the solution of the tangential vel- 

ocity v, is plotted for various values of the parameters in figures 

2 and3. These figures will be discussed in chapter V. 

Quation 111-51 expresses the tangential velocity v in term3 

of the external current parameter a. It is now possible to obtain 

an explicit expression for a by using the difinitlon II-73 and 

equation 111-51, Carrying out*the indicated integration yields 

the result 

if, h2{& e’e’2[ln $ t $ f em(1-E2m) ] 
n m=l 2mm!m 

00 f (1-E2m) 
t(l- E)e-""b $ +$ C 

n- 
11 

m-l a= 2mm!m- 

$-(21~o?ib + In $) + f 
111-52 

n=l ,&i-jy I- F Cl- $$)e4*'2 

m q (l-cZrn) 
[I++~ 

2mm!m 
3trn 

m=l 
yj- Cl- pg,h 5 

n n 
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This expression for the current a may be greatly simplified 

if use is made of equation III-12 defining F(r) and if a is 

approximated to the same accuracy as F(r) is. This yields the 

simplified result 

e 42 Ir; L 
a= E -- .---- - 

42 
2& + (1 + RnNl- eg )ln E 

1-M l-E+ .-e/2 

III-53 

'Ihis parameter a is a measure of the electric current flowing 

in the external circuit. Thus if the external resistance g becomes 

infinite, a becomes zero. If the external resistance becomes zero 

a.reaches a finite maximum limited by the internal resistance of 

the device. The parroter a does not go to zero as the magnetic 

term RnN becanes small. This is not the fault of the analysis but 

is due to the nature of the nondimensionalization process. As the 

magnetic influence becomes small, the true (dimensional) current 

does become small also. Note that in equation III-51 for the tan- 

gential velocity the parameter a is always multiplied by the magnetic 
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parameter RmN. 

The set of equations III-51 a& 53 now form the solution to 

tangential manentum equation 111-11; the solution for the tangential 

velocity v is now known. This solution is applicable for all values 

of Reynolds number and -tic parameter but is more accurate for 

large Reynolds numbers than for small (see Appendix II). 

In a similar manner, the solution for the radial velocity 

111-38 may be much simplified. Using the same approximation (equa- 

tions III-45 and 46) that was employed in equation 111-28, equation 

III-39 for the pressure gradient is reduced to 

- J;e- -(e t RmN)F d,., + e-( e + m)q c-1 f A2 (l +tF 

1 
(2-r- $))I t A2 

J 
[$ (1GmNa q)-n(l- Ma * )I 

r 

III-54 

This equation may be directly differentiated and solved for 

the pressure gradient: 

III-55 
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or, aploying equation III-50 to eliminate the integral, 

E $$ = $ + ‘+ FbN + < [l-md F2] [eBe q 
$-r2 

r r -RINa l-e e 2 ] 

III-56 

Equation III-56 may be easily verified as correct for the case 

where Reynolds number becomes very large. Inthis case 8 B 0 

and 

l-r2 For inviscid flow, u = -l/r and v = X/r (l-ma - . 2 ) The non- 

linear radial momentum equation 11-76 may be solved for E $f for 

this special case; the result is identical to that above. This is 

a check on the validity of the analysis to this point. 

Substituting equations III-50 and 56 into equation 111-38 

yields the simplified expression for the radial velocity: 
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4 (l-r9 -e(l-r2) 

$ t X2(1-m FbJN )(I- !z$!!E)[e * ‘,- 2 
n- 

4 (l-r21 

FtnNa l-e * 2 l -w 
Gn r 

t x2(1 - p+m + 
n- 

p) F (I-r)e-* 2 
n 

III-57 

1 4 h2;r2) 
- (1 _ $!!$) (G,-e-x2(@$J2) e * drl 

n- n I r 

t P(i- Fe)[.(Gn-6)(1- F )- 91 
n' 

jlCe r 

4 h2-r2> 
n e dd 

where Gn = T 2 ;z (2~1)~ + RnN and 6 = r2s2/Re 

The solution for the radial velocity u given by equation III- 

57 is plotted in figures 4,5 and 6 for various values of the govem- 

ingparameters. The results will be discussed in chapter V. The 

integrals appearing in equation III-57 may be expressed in terms of 

ermr functions. 

The solution for the axial velocity w is now, instead of 

equation 111-43, 
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W = $t :=I- cl - &I {G, -6 +X2[Wa/2 

4 (l,r2> _,(l-+I -,(l-r2> 
4 (l-y)J[e * 2 -+ 2 + FblNal-e e 2 

n 

4 Cl-r2> a (l-r21 

- p (l-e * 2 )] -A2 F(l t F)[$ + Gnr)(l-r)e * 2 
n n 

1 h2-1”2) 
- ($ + Gnr)[Gn-6 - A 2 

(ranNd2 
2 2G 1 e 

4 * 
dn n 1, 

- h2($ + Gnr)[(Gn-e)(l- p)- F 
' f1 r 

_ *(1-n2) 
Ce 2 _ EbnNa 1-e ] e-Gr1n2’r2&, 

III-58 

These solution equations III-51, 56, 57 and 58 for the veloci- 

ties and pressure gradient may be simplified for the various special 

cases discussed qualitatively in section 11-4. This simplification 

is done in Appendix III and the resulting equations are discussed. 



VARIAE3W 

In this chapter, the soltition of the zemth order set of un- 

known will be completed. This will involve the determination of 

To, Jr03 J@(-) 9 Er* arki B $0’ In addition, such quantities as heat 

conduction at the walls, and external electric field will be cal- 

culated. In the following, the subscript zero will be omitted for 

convenience; it will be understood that the variables are part of 

the zeroth order set of unknowns. 

1. Solution of the Energy Equation for 
Prescribed End Wall Temperature. 

Two of the basic assumptions made in chapter I concerning the 

nature of the working fluid are that its density and electric con- 

ductivity are constant, If the fluid is actually compressible, the 

validity of the assulnption of constant density depends upon the Mach 

number and also upon the temperature distribution in the fluid. 

Also, if the working fluid is a hot gas whose conductivity is based 

upon thermal ionization, the conductivity may be a strong function 

of temperature. In this case the cooling effect of the end walls 

may quench the fluid near the walls and thereby decrease its elec- 
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tric conductivity. For these reasons, it is of interest to calcu- 

late the temperature variation in the region of interest and the 

heat transfer through the end walls. 

The energy equation was developed in chapter II and is 

II-78 

+ FWEc [u2t(+tv- I 1 
vdzj2 ] 

0 

where the functions u, v, and w are known and are given by equations 

111-57, 51 and 58 respectively. 

The boundary conditions which the solution must satisfy are 

At z = 0 and1 T=WTR II-30-d-11 

Atr=l T=l 11-32-d 

Equation II-78 is considerably simplified from its initial 

form in equation 11-g. However, as it stands at pxsent, a tract- 

able solution is not possible, Some reasonable simplification must 

be found. 

Let the analysis now be restricted to the range of parameters 

which is of interest for power generation. That is, consider 

s2/Re << RmN Iv-l 

The flow regime is one of magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow. 

This assumption allows a considerable simplification in the non- 

homogeneous terms in equation 11-78. 
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With this approximation it is seen that the joule heating 

terms, characterized by RnNEc, will be mch larger than the viscous 

heating terms, characterized by EC s*/Re, except possibly in the 

boundary layers. Therefore, the viscous heating terms will be neg- 

lected. 

Now consider the joule heating terms. With the analysis re- 

stricted to the boundary layer type of flow, the joule heating terms 

may be closely approximated by their inviscid values. That is, in- 

stead of using equations III-57 and 51 to represent the velocities 

u and v, equations A-18 and 19 from Appendix III will be used. 

The error introduced by this approximation tends to cancel the error 

introduced by the neglect of the viscous heating terms. 

With the same reasoning which accompanied the linearization 

of the mcmentum equations in section III-l, the non-linear convec- 

tion terms of the energy equation will be linearized as follows: 

(u$ tw$-)-(-+k) Iv-2 

As a result of these simplifications the energy equation II- 

78 may now be written 

1 aT = s2 a2T 
-rar EPrzz 

+ mc J. +;*a2 
r - 

Using the finite sine transform, the solution of equation 

Iv-3 is 
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T 
T= A+ g 3 ((I- L!i)e 

- & (2*-1)2 +C2 

TR = 

s (2n-lj2 r2/2 
+ FhNEc (1 + h2a2)e 

Iv-4 

This solution is valid for small inverse Reynolds nu&er, 

s2/Re, compared with the magnetic parameter, RITN. ?his solution 

ignores the effect of the velocity boundary layers on the tempera- 

ture profile but includes the effect of the end walls in that the 

thermal boundary condition II-30-d-ii is satisfied. 'Ihis solution 

for the temperature is plotted in figures 7 and 8 for r = .7 and 

for various values of the governing parameters, RmNEc(1 t A2a2) 

and RePr/s2. The results are discussed in chapter V. 

The heat transfer at the wall is given by the non dimension- 

al heat conduction equqtion 

q= ..Lq*+ 
R 

111-5 

mloying the known solution for the temperature, equation IV-4, 

yields the heat conduction at the wall 

9 =- gz -%- Ul n=l h-1 
Tvle- 9: (2n-1)2 y2 

l12S2 ----(2n-1)2r2/2 
t FWNEc(l + X2a2)eReP' [U $ + $; (- p$ (y)2)m 

m=l 

Iv-6 
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This solution has the same range of validity as the tempera- 

ture solution has; Reynolds number must be large. The solution for 

the heat transfer at the wall is given in table 4 for various vaI- 

ues of the parameters RePr/s2 and IMEc('l + :X2a2). 

2. Solution of the fiergy Equation for 
Adiabatic End Walls 

For the case of adiabatic end walls, the solution to the 

energy equation must satisfy 

At z =Oandz=l ZLO 
az 11-30-d-i 

At r=l T=l 11-32-d 

Repeating the assumptions made in the section above leads 

again to an energy equationinthe form of equation IV-j. The solu- 

tion for this case is 

T= 1 t RmN EC (1tX?a2)ln 1 r m-7 

This solution is valid for large Reynolds number; there is 

no restriction upon the range of the parameters Finn, EC and A. 

This solution is independent of the axial coordinate; the tempera- 

ture distribution is logarithmic in the radius. The strength of 

the variation depends upon the amount of joule heating in the 

region of interest. 
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3. Calculation of Electromagnetic 
Variables 

For completeness, ,the remaining undetermined electrcmagnetic 

variables of the zeroth order set of unknowns Jr, J 0' Er and Bg will 

now be calculated. 

A. ELECrR1cAL CUWENTS 

The zeroth order radial current, the component which yields 

useful electric power, is given by equation II-74 
I 

Jr =g+v- 
I 

vdz 
0 

II-74 

The tangential velocity v, and external current, a are known 

from equations III-51 and 53. They yield the result: 

= Ia' iL F 
sin(2n-l)trz 2 

- ;; &i)23(e Ce 

&-r2 

Jr r+ m c 2 n=l 
(2*-l) 

IV-~ 

4 l-r2 
] t (l- By-e)[lt F e * 2 - F I} 

n n n 

c E 
a= 72 III-51 

alla&l t (l+ RmN lee J&,F&Jq l-E2 '-*I2 I E -re 

where Gn = e(2n-1)2 + RnN and 6 = n2s2/Re 

The first term on the right hand side of equation IV-8 rep- 

resents the electric current which passes through the external cir- 

cult. The expression (2nczb) in the denominator of the soluticn 
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for this current III-51 is the ratio of the resistance of the ex- 

ternal circuit ?! to the internal resistance of the flow region 

(1/2sub). If the resistance of the external circuit becomes large 

compared with the internal resistance, the external current be- 

comes very small. If the external resistance is small compared 

with the internal resistance, the etiemal current approaches a 

maximum limited by the internal resistance of the device. 

The tangential current J4 is equal to the negative of the 

radial velocity by equation 11-77; the radial velocity is given by 

equation III-57O The zeroth order axial current is identically 

zero from equation 11-59. 

B. ELJXTRIC F'IFLDS 

?&e zemth order radial electric field may be expressed in 

terms of velocities by a corMnation of equations II-53 and 73: 

I 
1 

Er = “; - o vdz IV-9 

Again the tangential velocity, v, is known from equation 

111-51; this yields 

+ (I- p$.)[ (I+ Q$k)e 4n+F2 - ya] ) 
n- n n 

where a is given by 111-53. 
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If the sumnation in equation IV-10 is approximated as the 

radial functions F(r) and dp/dr were in section 111-4, the ?xpres- 

sion for the radial electric current simplifies 

-e/2 
Erz-$e 

2ncZbeer2’2-~l~~ ( l,e-er2/2 IIn 4 -Ml--~2 
6 

e-*+ 

-e/2 
27~1;ib + (l+ RmN1-ee )I*+-RnN*e -e/2 

IV-11 

The voltage A% applied to the external electric circuit as 

given by equation II-56isthe negative of the integral of radial 

electric over the radius from r = E to r = 1: 

-e/2 

AIt = x 2na;;b 
lr-2 e 6 

2naZb t (1tRmG yee 
4 

-)l.n + -..+& - ,2 -e/z 
IIe IV-12 

If the external resistance is small compared with the internal 

resistance, the voltage applied to the external circuit is zero. 

On the other hand, if the external resistance becomes large cam- 

pared with the internal resistance, the applied voltage approaches 

a finite maximum. Equation IV-12 is equivalent to 

33 = (27&b)(~a~ IV-13 

which is the classic Ohm's law relationship of basic electricity. 

The tangential and axial electric fields are given by 

equations II-29 and 58 respectively. 
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C, MAGNETIC FItELJX 

The tangential component of the magnetic field B$ may be 

found from equation II-64. The radial electric current Jr is tiown 

from equation IV-~. Since the tangential magnetic field is anti- 

symnaetric with respect to the plane z = l/2, it umst satisfy the 

symmetry condition. 

At z = l/2 B+ = 0 II-31 

Integration of equation IV-~ with respect to z and applica- 

tion of the above boundary condition yields: 

where Gn = e(2n-l)2 + RnN and 6 = lr2s2/Re and a is given by 

equation III-53. 

This solution for the tangential magnetic field is valid with- 

in the region between the two plates. At the boundaries, the elec- 

tric current flowing throua the external circuit causes a jump in 

the value of Bg as it crosses the boundaries. 

In a manner similar to the solution for the tangential mag- 

netic field, the radial wetic field Br nay be found by a combina- 

tion of equations 11-65, II-67 and 111-57. The radial magnetic 

field is also antisymmetric with respect to the mid plane z = l/2 

and must satisfy 
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field 

Br = 

At z = l/2 

The resulting 

iS 

Br = 0 II-31 

solution for the zeroth order radial magnetic 

4 l,r2 ml8 O” z--d cos(2r-kl)TZ - L + 
n=l (2n-112 { r 

A2(1 - ~)l:(l-myqe n ‘,- -eq2 
n 

4 l-r2 

+ RmNa(l-Fida/2) $ lse 
-f&L 

e2 F?l*a l-e -ya(lTd) 
n-T 
r- n 

l-r2 ri2-r2 

+ ya(lt @2a)(l-r)e %T 

I 

l JqT- 
]+ (1 ~e)!Gn-e-~2$$~a-2] e drl 

n n r 

+ x2(1- $+)C(G,-e)(l- E2')- 
n- 

n2-r2 
%-XT- e 4 Iv-15 

The change in the radial magnetic field BP frm~ one plate 

2 = 0 to the other 2 = 1 is closely related to the net radial mass 

flow and is 

hBr = B,(r,l) - B,(r,O) = E Iv-16 

The zeroth order axial magnetic field is given by equation 

11-52, it is just equal to the applied mawetic field. 
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CHAPTRRV 

DISCUSSION OF RJEXLTS 

In this chapter, the solutions for the radial and tangential 

velocities and the temperature, as represented by equations 111-57, 

111-51 and N-4 respectively, am discussed. These solutions have 

been calculated numerically on a digital computer and are plotted 

in figures 2 throu& 8 for various values of the governing para- 

meters. Additional data concerning the boundary layer thickness, 

the boundary layer mass flow, the inviscid radial velocity and heat 

transfer at the walls are given in tables 1 throu@ 4. 

The normalized tangential velocity, v/X, is a function of 

the modified Reynolds nur&er Re/s2 (or of 0 since 8s r2s2/Re), the 

magnetic parameter, RmN, and the external electric current, a, as 

well as the two non-dimensional spatial coordinates r and z. The 

radial velocity, u, is a function of all variables just mentioned 

as well as a function of A, the ratio of the inlet tangential vel- 

ocity to the inlet radial velocity. The temperature is a function 

of the dimensionless groups s2/RePr and FhnNEc (l+A2a2> as well as 

the coordinates r and z. 

In all the figures, the velocity components u and v/A and 

the temperature are shown as functions of the dimensionless axial 
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coordinate z for a typical value of the radius, r = .7. The shapes 

of the profiles for other radial values are quite similar to those 

at r - .7 and little would be gained by considering them in detail. 

The influence of variations in the radius upon the magnitude of 

such quantities as boundary layer thickness is shown in the tables. 

All the figures show the boundary layers which exista?the 

lawer plate; the upper half plane is not shown. The profiles in 

the upper half plane are identical to those in the lower half 

plane because of the symmetry of the prtilem. The value z - l/2 

represents the midplane between the two plates. 

1. The Tangential Velocltx 

Me;uzle 2 represents a plot of the no&iaed tangential 

velocity, v/A, versus the axial coordinate z for the non-magnetic 

case, RnN - 0. The axial coordinate Is plotted vertically and the 

velocity is plotted on the horizontal axis. The profiles are 

drawn for various values of the modified Reynolds rxmber 

Re/s2(S=s2sZ/Re). For large Reynolds nu&ers (small 0>, the 

boundary layers are restricted to very small regions near the 

plates and the boundary layer blockage Is small. This corres- 

ponds to case Al discussed in section 11-4. Away from the 

plates, outside the boundary layer, the tangential velocity 

assumes the potential vortex value of l/r. 
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As the Reynolds nun&er is decreased (6 increased), the size 

and influence of the boundary layers grow considerably causing an 

increase in the boundary layer blockage. Note that for 8 = 1, the 

viscous influence extends to the midplane between the two plates, 

z = l/2, at r = .7. In this case the end wall boundary layers 

grow rapidly as the radius is decreased from r = 1; they meet at 

the midplane between the two plates at some radius greater than 

r = .7. For radial values less than the value where the boundary 

layers meet, no inviscid core exists. The boundary layers block 

the flow and the vortex is significantly slowed. This corresponds 

to case A2 in section 11-4. Comparison will be made with the mo- 

mentum integral analysis by Loper [8] in the discussion of the 

table below. 

Figure 3 is a plot of the normalized tangential velocity, 

v/A, versus the axial coordinate z for values of the ma@;netic par- 

ameters RmNand a atr= .7 for a typical value of the parameter 

8: 6 = .Ol (Re/s2 = 100~~). This figure demonstrates the influ- 

ence of the magnetic effects upon the tangential velocity. The 

solid curve marked RmN = 0 in figure 3 is the same curve as that 

marked 6 = .Ol in figure 2 and is a typical non-magnetic tangential 

velocity profile. The remaining profiles show the influence of 

moderate and large magnetic effects; this corresponds to cases Bl 

and Cl in section 11-4. 

The curve in figure 3 marked RmN = 1,a = 0 represents the 
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distortion of the tangential velocity distribution with the addi- 

tion of a moderate magnetic field but with no external electric 

current. The tangential velocity is a bit larger in the boundary 

layer for this case than it is for the non-magnetic case and the 

boundary layer is slightly thinner. In the curve marked FM4 = 10, 

a = 0 this filling out of the boundary layer profile is much 

stronger. 

This change in the tangential velocity profile is due to the 

influence of the electric field which now exists in the fluid. The 

fluid outside the boundary layers cuts the magnetic field and pro- 

duce a radial electric field. This electric field is impressed 

upon the boundary layers exactly as the radial pressure gradient 

is. Within the slowly moving fluid in the boundary layers, the re- 

sulting current corrbines with the magnetic field creating a Lomntz 

force. !&is force acts as a hydromagnetic pump to speed up the 

slowly moving boundary layer fluid causing the velocity profile to 

become fuller. As the velocity profile fills out, the velocity 

attains its inviscid value at a smaller value of the axial coord- 

inate z causing a smaller boundary layer thickness. This result 

is in qualitative agreement with the results of Lewellen and 

King [63. 

If the external resistance of the electric circuit, 8, is set 

equal to zero, the current peter, a, attains a maximum limited 

by the internal resistance of the fluid. The influence of this 

current upon the tangential velocity profile is shown in the curves 
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marked F3nN = 1, a = .74 and Rm?I = 10, a = .222 in Figum 3. While 

the application of magnetic fields alone (a = 0) does not affect 

the tangential velocity profile outside the boundary layers, addi:. 

tion of the external current slows the tangential velocity throu@- 

out the region of interest. me kinetic energy of the fluid is -. 

transformed into electrical energy and is dissipated as joule 

heating. 

For this case of appreciable magnetic fields and currents, 

the tangential velocity outside the boundary layers assumes its 

inviscid magnetohydrodyntic value as given by equation A-19. As 

the inviscid tangential velocity is slowed by the application of 

the external current, the velocity profile in the boundary layer 

is correspondingly slowed so that the boundary layer thickness IX- 

mains approxdmately the sari--- size. 

The influence of the independent parameters r, Re/s2, RmN 

and a upon the boundary layer thickness is shown in Table 1. The 

boundary layer thickness 6 is defined as that value of the axial 

coordinate z for which the tangential velocity reaches 99% of its 

inviscid value. In the table, the left hand colurrm gives values 

of 8 = II~s~/R~ for three radial stations. The other three columns 

am values of the boundary layer thickness, 6, for chosen values 

of the magnetic parameters FM and a. This table is meant to show 

the nature of the variation of the boundary layer thickness with 

these variables and is not intended to cover the entire range of 

the parameters. 
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This table shows that the boundary layers a~ thinnest near 

the outer cylinder and thicken as the radius decreases. The 

growth of the boundary layer thickness with a decrease in Reynolds 

nu&er (increase in 8) still approximates its single plate depend- 

ence; that is, the boundary layer thickness is approximately prc- 

portional to the inverse root of the Reynolds nu&er. 'Ihe addition 

of the magnetic field alone (a = 0) decreases the boundary layer 

thickness by a few percent for the cases tabuiated. The addition 

of both a magnetic field and external electric current also de- 

creases the boundary layer thicbess from Its non-magnetic value 

but not as much as the magnetic field alone does. It appears that 

for estimation of the boundary layer blockage for the two plate 

problem, nonmagnetic values for the boundary layer thickness may 

be used as upper bounds for the corresponding magnetic cases over 

a large parametric range. 

In the present analysis, solutions are found only for the 

zeroth order set of unknowns from equations 11-35, which are ex- 

pansions of the unknowns in inverse powers of the geometric shape 

param3ters.s. Therefore, the solutions obtained are not functions 

of the parameter, s, explicitly. That parameter'dces appear in 

the solution equations but always with the Reynolds nmer as 

Re/s2; this may be thought of as a modified Reynolds nu&er not in- 

volving s explicitly. Since the solutions obtained above are only 

the zeroth order solutions and do not depend explicitly upon the 

shape parameter, s, they cannot be meaningfully compared with the 
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results of analyses such as that by Rosenzweig, TRwellen and I&M 

[9] which do depend explicitly on the parameter s. The solutions 

found in reference 9 are the zeroth order solutions of an expan- 

sion in powers of (USA)!. This expansion scheme is strictly 

valid only if 

As >> 1 , SC1 and Re ~1 

('Ihey maintain both s and X as general parameters in their zeroth 

order solutions by making use of the results of an independent 

boundary layer analysis by Rott L-121. In patching solutions at 

the boundary between the inviscid and boundary layer regions, 

X and s appear independently). Atleast the first order set of un- 

knowns from the expansions II-35 must be found before meaningful 

comparisons can be made with analyses which include s as a general 

parameter. 

'Ihe present results can be meaningfully compared with the 

analysis by Iaper [83 since that analysis also results in an asymp- 

totic solution without s appearing as an explicit independent para- 

meter. Since that method of solution was a momentum integral an- 

alysis, it is most convenient to compare the boundary layer thick- 

nesses predicted by the two analyses. 'Ihe comparison rmst be made 

for the non-magnetic case, RnN = 0, since the momentum integral 

analysis was performed only for this case. 

The boundary layer thicknesses for the two cases are compared 

in Table 2 for a typical value of the radius, r = ..7. The values 

of boundary layer thickness for the present analysis (for r = .7, 
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FhN= Oanda= 0) are listed in the second colurm while the first 

colurm lists the corresponding Reynolds ntier. These results are 

independent of the inlet velocity ratio A because of the nature 

of the linearization introduced in chapter III; the radial veloci- 

ty is uncoupled from the tangential momentum equation. On the 

other hand, the boundary layer thicknesses found by the momentum 

integral method do depend upon the inlet velocity ratio A. There- 

fore, agreement between the two m&hods depends upan the value of 

X chosen, 'lhe results have been compared for two values of A, 

x = 5 and 10. The case of most interest, a strong vortex, is 

characterized by large values of A. The third and fifth colusms 

list the boundary layer thickness as calculated from the momentum 

integral analysis for A = 5 and X = 10 respectively. The fourth 

and sixth columns list the percent error between the present IT- 

suits and the momentum integral results. 

The table shows that the thicknesses are rou&ly the same 

order of magnitude but exact agreement is not good; the error is 

about 50%. The momentum integral analysis consistently predicts 

thinner boundary layers (for large A) than the present analysis 

does. Agreemnt tends to be better if the inlet velocity ratio A 

is decreased; this comparison was not pursued further since the 

case of X small is not of primary interest (and because the cal- 

culations are involved and tedious). 

It would seem that the present analysis is the mom accurate 

of the two for several reasons. The first is that the accuracy of 
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the momentum integral analysis depends upon the proper choice of 

velocity profiles. Ln the two plate momentum intqgal analysis, 

plausible profiles are chosen btrt there is no guarantee that they 

a~ accurate representations of the actual profiles. In addition, 

in order to obtain a simple closed form solution, it was assumed 

in the momentum integral analysis that the ratio of the maximum 

value of the radial velocity within the boundary layers to the in- 

viscid radial velocity outside the boundary layers is a constant. 

This assumption limited the form of the radial velocity profile; 

no such assumption was made in the present analysis. 

2. The Radial Velocity 

Figure 4 is the counterpart of figure 2; it plots the radial 

velocity, u, on the horizontal axis versus the axial coordinate z 

on the vertical axis. This figure is shown for radial station 

r = .7 for the non-magnetic case, RIUI = 0,for an inlet velocity 

ration h = 10. This corresponds to case k discussed in section 

11-4. Note that the radial velocity is defined as positive for a 

radial outflow and therefore is primarily negative in the region 

of interest. For r = .7, the inviscid radial velocity is 

U'- 1.429 

With the accumulation of radial mass flow within the boundary 

layers, the radial velocity within the boundary layers becomes 

quite large, exceeding the inviscid value. This large radial vel- 

ocity in the boundary layers is refemd to as the radial velocity 
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overshoot. In order to conserve radial rrass flaw, the radial flaw 

drawn into the boundary layers must cause a decrease in the outer, 

inviscid radial velocity. 

This effect is shown in figure 4. For large Reynolds nuMer 

(small 0) the amount radial mass flow within the boundary layers 

is a small fraction of the total mass flow. Thus the outer radial 

velocity is near its inviscid value of - 1.429. As the Reynolds 

ntier is decreased (8 increased), the amount of mass flow in the 

boundary layers increases due to the increasing thickness of the 

boundary layers, This causes a corresponding decrease in the out- 

er radial velocity. When 8 = .l,the boundary layer mass flow is 

so great as to cause radial back flow outside the boundary layer. 

This is shown as a positive radial velocity for the curve marked 

8 = .l in figure 4. In this case, the vortex motion cannot be 

maintained and the flow becomes ITY)IZ complicated. The solution 

equations III-51, 56, 57 and 58 are no longer strictly valid when 

this occurs because of the nature of the linearization performed 

in chapter III. However, it is believedthat the analysis may 

yield meaningful results for very small values of radial backflm 

(positive radial flow outside the boundary layers). lhis is based 

on the fact that for small values of radial backflow, the inviscid 

tangential velocity is not greatly changed from its value for no 

backflow. That is, it still is approximately a potential vortex, 

This is shown in the results of Rosenzweig, Lewellen and Ross [g] 

(see their figure 7). Note that the maximum value of the radial 
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velocity overshoot in the boundary layers is independent of the 

Reynolds nu&er. 

While the m value of the radial velocity overshoot is 

not dependent on the Reynolds nurrber, it is a strong function of 

the inlet velocity ratio, X,which was held constant in figure 4. 

A value of X = 0 means that the tangential velocity is zero while 

A = 10 means that the inlet tangential velocity Is ten times as 

large as the inlet radial velocity. Figun? 5 illustrates this de- 

pendence of the radial velocity overshoot upon the velocity ratio 

X; it is a plot of the radial velocity, u, versus the axial coor- 

dinate, 2, at radial station r = .7 for a typical value of 8,8=.01 

(Re/s2 = 100r2), for the non-magnetic case. When X = 0, no over- 

shoot occurs, as would be expected. In this case, no centrifugal 

pressure field is set up to cause an overshoot. As the tangential 

velocity is increased (X is increased), the overshoot increases 

dramatically. As the overshoot becomes larger, the boundary layer 

mass flow correspondingly grows. Thus the external radial velocity 

becms smaller and finally mverses, causing the vortex to break 

down. This occurs for X = 20 in figure 5. As the velocity ratio 

is increased, the radial boundary layer thickness increases slight- 

ly since larger velocity gradients occur near the outer edge of 

the boundary layers. 

The influence of the magnetic effects upon the radial veloci- 

ty is shown in figure 6. It is a plot of the radial velocity, u, 

versus z at r = .7 for 8 = .Ol (Re/s2 = lOOr2)and X = 10 , This 
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corresponds to cases Bl and Cl discussed qualitatively in section 

114. Thecurvemarkd&N= 0 is the same as the curve marked 

8 = .Ol in figure 4. With the addition of a moderate magnetic 

field but no external electric current (RnN = 1, a = 01, the radial 

velocity overshoot is decreased a bit. This decrease Is explained 

by the fact that the radial velocity must now do work against the 

magnetic field producing a dissipative electric cur=nt in the tan- 

gential dimct+on. If an external electric current is allowed to 

flow (R&J =l, a = .74), the overshoot is lessened even more. This 

additional decrease in the overshoot is due to the fact that the 

inviscid tangential velocity is slowed upon production of this ex- 

ternal electric current as was shown in figure 3. This in turn 

decreases the pressure defect which is the driving force of the 

radial velocity overshoot. As the amount of overshoot is lessened, 

the boundary layer mass flew decreases and the inviscid radial vel- 

ocity correspondingly increases. As the magnetic influence Is in- 

creased (RmN = 10, a = 0 and FM = 10, a = .222), the overshoot is 

reduced even more. For the case m = 10, a = .222, the radial 

velocity profile begins to approximate its value for very large 

magnetic parameter as given in equation A-26 in Appendix III. 

Table 3 charts the fraction of the radial IMS flow carried 

within the boundary layers and also the inviscid radial velocity 

for A = 10 and for various values of the parameters r, -0, R&J and 

a. If the fraction of the boundary layer mass flaw is greater 

than cne, the radial velocity outside the boundary layers reverses 
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and becomes positive. The figures given for this case are not 

reliable since the analysis is not strictly valid for positive 

core radial velocity. 

The fraction of radial massflow dxxwn into the boundary 

layers increases as the radius decreases. This means that the 

tendency for the inviscid radial velocity to reverse and become 

positive also increases as the radius decreases. Therefore, the 

radial backflow (positive radial velocity) will occur first at 

the inner cylinder r = E. The tendency for radial backflow to 

occur is strengthened by decreasing the Reynolds nwr33er (increas- 

ing 0) as seen from table 3. This is explained by the fact that 

the fraction of radial mass flow carried within the boundary lay- 

ers increases as the Reynolds nu&er decreases. This occurs be- 

cause the boundary.layers are thicker for smaller Reynolds number 

while the radial velocity overshoot is independent of Reynolds 

nurfher. The tendency for radial backflow to occur is also 

strengthened by increasing the i&t velocity ratio, A, as seen 

from figure 5. The physical reason for this strengthening is the 

counterpart of the phenomenon described above. While an increase 

in h does not affect the boundary layer thickness, it does increase 

the radial velocity overshoot causing additional mass flow to be 

drawn into the boundary layers. 

On the other hand, the presence of magnetic fields and elec- 

tric currents decreases the tendency for radial backflow to occur. 

This decrease iS caused in part by the decrease in the boundary 
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layer thickness with the addition of magnetic effects, but the 

main influence is the decrease in the radial velocity overshoot 

with the addition of magnetic effects as seen in figure 6. 'Ibus 

a non-magnetic analysis will predict vortex breakdown sooner than 

a metic analysis will. 

3. TheTemperature 

The solution for the temperature is given by equation IV-4 

for the case of prescribed end plates temperature and by equation 

IV-7 for the case of insulated end plates. In general, the temp- 

erature profile is a function of the two spatial coordinates r and' 

z and three dirrenslonless parameters: Tw/ TR, the ratio of the 

prescribed end wall temperature to the inlet fluid temperature; 

RGJEc (1 + A2a2), the magnetic heating parameter; and RePr/s2, a 

modified Peclet n&er. 

Before the temperature profiles acre plotted and discussed, 

it is pertinent to determine what range of the magnetic heating 

parameter FWJEc(l + A2a2) is to be expected. The Eckert n@er, 

EC, is the ratio of the fluid kinetic energy to the fluid thermal 

energy. For a problem involving power generation it is reasonable 

to stipulate that they be the same order of magnitude. The kinetic 

energy of the inlet fluid is of order V2(1 + X2) while the inlet 

thermal energy is cTR Thus . 

V2(l + X2)= cTR 
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Or, introducing the Eckert nu&er, 

The heating parameter may now be written as 

m 1 + A2a2 
1 + A2 

For power generation, the parameter A, being the ratio of the in- 

let tangential velocity to the inlet radial velocity, will be rmch 

larger than one. Thus the heating parameter may be approximated 

by.RmNa2 for this case. Employing equation 111-53, giving the ex- 

ternal current, a, as a function of t, 8 and RmN, it is found that 

the heating parameter is of order one at its maximum value. There- 

fore, the heating parameter, RnNEc(1 + X2a2), will be varied from 

zero (no magnetic heating effects) to one. Fbr convenience the 

heating parroter RnNEc(1 + A2a2) will be denoted by D in the fig- 

ures and in the following discussion. 

Figure 7 is a plot of the temperature versus the axial coor- 

dinate 2 at radial station r = .7 for temperature ratio Tw/TR = 1 

for several values of the magnetic heating parameter D (=EmNEc 

(1 + A2a2)) and the modified Peclet ntier, RePr/s2. If the mag- 

netic heating is zero and the end wall temperature is the same as 

the inlet temperature, the entire flow field is isothermal: T = 1. 

The plot of this temperature coincides with the z axis in figure 7. 

As the msgnetic heating is increased from zero, the main body of 

the fluid increases in temperatu= and thermal boundary layers 
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form near the end plates. This effect is shown in the curves 
l12S2 markedD=l,E = S2S2 .landD=l,H= .Ol in figure 7. The 

lr2s2 parameter - RePr affects the temperature profile just as the para- 

meter r2s2,'iS affects the tangential velocity profile. For small 

e: the thermal boundary layer'is small, the main body of the 

fluid is unaffected by the cooling of the end plates and the heat 

transfer is relatively large. If the Prandtl nu&er is of order 

one, the thermal and velocity boundary layers will be of the same 

order of magnitude and the cooling effect will only influence the 

velocity boundary layer region. If it is desired to cool the vel- 

ocity boundary layers to prevent undesirable loop currents but not 

to cool the main body of the fluid, the Prandtl nu&er must be of 

order one. 

Figure 8 plots the temperature versus z at r = .7 for temp- 

eratuze ratio TwA'R = .2 for several values of heating parameter 

and modified Peclet nu&er, RePr/s2. Only the temperature ratio 

was changed from the conditions given for figClre 7. In the case 

of end walls cooled below the inlet temperature, thermal boundary 

layers form even for the case of no heating (D = 0, & = .l and 

D=O lr2S2 - = .Ol). ' RePr The thermal boundary layers thicken slightly 

but remain of the same order of magnitude as the end wall tempera- 

ture is lowered. Therefore, the boundarylayersmay be further 

cooled by lowering the end wall temperature without significantly 

affecting the temperature of the main body of fluid, 
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Table 4 gives the heat transfer at the end plates, q, for 

various values of the governing parameters, r, Tw/TR, D (=FMZc 

(1 + A2a2)) and s2/RePr. The heat transfer is defined as positive 

for heat flowing from the fluid to the end plates. The left hand 

column of table 4 gives values of Tw/T, for three radial stations. 

The other six colum?s are values of the heat transfer,q, for chosen 

values of the parameters D (=RnNEc(l + X2a2)) and a2s2/RePr. For 

the cases of no magnetic heating (D = 0) and temperature ratio 

equal to cne, there is no heat transfer at the end walls since the 

fluid is isothermal and no axial temperature gradients exist. 'Ihe 

heat transfer is larger for the smaller values of r2s2/RePr because 

larger temperature gradients exist at the walls for the case of 

thFn thermal boundary layers. As the magnetic heating parameter 

is increased, the heat transfer increases since the temperature 

difference across the boundary layers increases while the boundary 

layer thickness remains the same. 

The change in heat transfer with changein radial station is 

not as clear cut as the effects described above. This is caused 

by the fact that there are two influences upon the heat transfer 

as the radius changes; these influences act in opposite directions. 

One influence is the thickening of the thermal boundary layers 

with decrease with radius analogous to the thickening of the vel- 
ocity boundary layers. This tends to decrease the heat transfer 

since the thermal gradients are smaller in the thicker boundary 

layers. The other influence is the heating of the fluid as the 
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radius decreases. The temperature varies as D l.n$ outside the 

thermalboundarylayers. Thus as the radius decreases, the temp- 

erature difference across the boundary layers increases, tending 

to cause a larger heat transfer at the end plates. These opposing 

influences cause the heat transfer to decrease as the radius de- 

creases when magnetic heating effects are small. On the other 

hand, these influences cause the heat transfer to increase as the 

radius decreases when magnetic heating effects are large. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

'Ihe primary purpose of the present analysis was to describe 

the swirling ~'LOW (with a net radial mass flow) of a viscous elec- 

trically conducting fluid confined between two finite flat plates 

in the presence of an applied axial magnetic field. 

Of primary concern were the details of the velocity flow 

field including the blockage of the vortex motion by the buildup 

of boundary layers on the end plates and the redistribution of 

radial mass flow into these boundary layers. The main assumptions 

were that the fluid be incompressible with constant properites and 

that the flow be lsminar, steady and axisyrmnetric. 

The analysis was limited to the case of the confining end 

plates close together compared with their radius. With this geo- 

metric limitation, the unknowns were expanded in powers Jf the ratio 

of the separation distance to the radius of the plates. It was 

then possible to eliminate the electromsgnetic unknowns from direct 
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ccnsiderationinsolving for the zeroth order set of unknowns. 

That is, the NavierStokes equations, with magnetohydrodynamic 

effects included, were expressed entirely in terms of velocity 

components. 

These simplified Navier-Stokes equations were linearized 

and solved for the zeroth order velocity components and pressure 

gradient. With the velocities known, the zeroth order tempera- 

ture and electromagnetic variables were calculated. The zeroth 

order velocity and temperature profiles were obtained in Fourier 

series form as functions of a nurrber of governing parameters. 

These Fourier series we= calculated numerically on a digital 

computer and plotted in the figures for various values of these 

governing parameters. 

The resulting profiles were discussed and, where applicable, 

compared with previous works. It was concluded that for esti- 

mation of the boundary layer blockage a non-magnetic analysis will 

provide an upper bound CXJ the boundary layer thickness for the 

corresponding magnetic problem. That is, for a given set of con- 

ditions, the boundary layer blockage is a maximum for the non-mag- 

netic case. 

The dependence of the radial velocity upon the various 

parameters was analyzed to determine how these parameters affect 

the redistribution of radial mass flow. It was-found that the 

radial mass flow in the boundary layers was largest for-the non- 

magnetic cases. As magnetic effects were added, the boundary layer 
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maSs flaw decreased, lessening the tendency for radial back flaw 

(reversal of radial velocity outside the boundary layers) to occur. 

In the discussion of the temperatum solution, it was found 

that if the FYandtl nurrber is of order one, the velocity boundary 

layers may be cooled without affecting the main fluid temperature. 

This effect is important if it is desired to quench the boundary 

layers to decrease wasteful loop currents. 
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APPENDIX1 

CONVERGENCEPROOF 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove that the solution 

for the radial function F(r) given by equations III-29 and 30 and 

the solution for the radial pressure gradient E dp/dr given by 

equations III-41 and 42 converge and thus are the correct solutions. 

The solution for F(r) found in section III-2 is 

F(r) =[1+f 
m=l 

KFml ct2$ 

where 

III-29 

111-30 

where 

Gn = n2s2/Re (2n-1)2 + MJ 

Does this expression yield a finite value for F(r), barring singular 

values of the parameters such as r = 0 or RnN = =? 

First, analyze the infinite SLUYS which appear in the above 

equations; they are 

The term (1-r2> is always greater than or equal to zero since r = 1 

marks the outer limit of the region of interest. The term (n2-r2) 
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Is always greater than or equal to zero also since r\ is a dumrty 

integration variable with rl = r as the lower limit. Since Gn is 

always positive, 

l-r2 
eGnT c 1 

-G n2-r2 
and e n 2 cl A-l 

This means that each of the infinite sums being considered is less 

'than the sum 

which is just equal to n2/8: 

4 l-r2 

Thus the infinite suns are finite and bounded. 

The entire expression 
* (l-g9 

($ $ if, p&2 e n - :J 

which appears in equation III-29 above is finite and 

ing the case r=O). A finite nurrber Ml may be chosen 
(l-r2> 

2 - :I L Ml 

A-2 

bounded (exclud- 

such that 

A-3 

for all applicable values of the parameters r, a, s2/Re and RnN. 

similarly, the expression 
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which appears in equation III-30 is finite and bounded (provided 

r # 0). It may be bounded by a finite number M, for all applic- 

able values of the paran&ers II, r, s2/Re and RnN: 

A-4 

Substitution of these bounding expressions, equations III-29 

and 30 yield the inequalities: 

F(r) 5 RnN [l + i 
m=l 

KF" 1 Ml 

where 

K$x(r)l 2 (l M,xh)do 
r 

A-5 

The first term of the infinite series appearing in equation 

A-5 is of the form 

I$ cq1 

where M, is a constant. This may be easily evaluated by use of 

equation A-6 to yield 

KFcMl 1 5M1 M2(l-r) 

The second term of the infinite series in equation A-5 is 

KF2 I311 = KF CKF(Ml) I 

orusingequationA-6 again, 

A-7 

A-8 

KF’ [M&M, M22 (l-r)2 
2 '1 

A-9 
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Operating in a similar manner, it is easily seen that the 

general term of the expansion is 

KF" [M,] cM1 M2m g)m . 

Naw equation A-5 for F(r) may be written as 

F(r) 2 M Ml f M2m(l-r)m 
m-0 ml 

A-10 

But the infinite sum in this equation is just the power series ex- 

pansion for the exponential function. Thus F(r) is bounded by: 

M (l-r) F(r) < RnN M, e 2 A-12 

This expression for F(r) converges for all finite values of the 

parameters RIW, M,, M, and (l-r). Thus the solution for F(r) as 

given by equations III-29 and III-30 is finite and represents the 

solution to equation 111-28. 

Now consider briefly the proof that the solution for E dp/dr 

as represented by equations III-41 and 42 converges. It is now 

known that F(r) is finite; therefore its integral appearing in 

equation III-41 is fin1t.e. Thus equations III-41 and 42 are in 

identical mathematical form to the solution equations for F(r) equa- 

tions III-29 and 30. The proof that the solution for E dp/dr ccn- 

verges follows the above proof identically. 
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APPENDIX11 

ANKYSIS.OF ERROR 

duced in Section III-4 by approximating the function 

e -@n-l)zx 
J 

A-13 

where X = r2s2/Re (l-r2) 
2 

or a2~2/Re(!!!) , by a normalization 

The purpose of this appendix is to determine the erroF intro- 

of its first term 

f(x) = emx A-13' 

This function f(x) was approximated in section III-4 in order 

to obtain simpler, closed form,solutions for the velocity profiles, 

This function appears in the solution equations for F(r), equations 

III-29 and 30, and for E dp/dr, equations III-41 and 42,and repro- 

sentstheinfluence of the presence of the boundary layers upon these 

functions. Thus f(x) as given by equation A-13 represents the in- 

fluence of the boundary layers upon the outer flow. If Reynolds 

number becomes infinite, there are no boundary layers present. For 

Re ,x=Oand =i 

f(0) = 1 
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Note that if f(x) were approximated by the constant value f(x)=l, 

it would be tantmunt to ignoring the influence of the boundary 

layers upon the outer flow entirely. 

It is expected that the approximation of this function f(x) 

by another function will have little effect upon the tangential 

velocity distribution since the boundary layers have no direct 

physical effect upon the inviscid tangential velocity. On the 

other hand, the approximation of f(x) will affect the,outer radial 

flow since the boundary layers have a primary effect upon the in- 

viscid radial velocity through conservation of radial mass flow. 

This effect will be analyzed below. 

Turn now to purely mathematical considerations. It is desired 

to achieve practical closed form solutions for the radial functions 

F(r) and E dp/dr, starting from equations 111-28 and III-39 respect- 

ively, by approximating the function f(x) as given by equation A-13. 

This function is difficult to approximate by integer powers of x in 

the region of x small because df/dx is singular at x=0. The func- 

tion (l-c &- )does approximate f(x) remarksbly well for small x 

but unfortunately does not yield closed form solutions for F(r) and 

E dp/dr. 

In theory, closed form solutions are possible for F(r) and 

E dp/dr if f(x) is approximated by a truncation of its infinite 

series. However, if the function is approximated by even its first 

two terms the solutions became quite complex and difficult to 
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manipulate. Therefore, for ease of calculation, the function rmst 

be approximated by only its first term. Since the infinite series 

is rapidly~canvergent, the first term of the series approximates 

the function quite well. 

The full function f(x) as given by equation A-13.1s plotted 

versus x in figure 9 along with its approximations by the first 

term and'the first two terms of the series. The approximations are 

normalized so that f(0) = 1 is satisfied. 

The error introduced by approximating the function f(x) by 

a constant, its first term and its first two terms is plotted versus 

x in figure 10. The error introduced by approximating f(x) by a 

can&ant value, in effect ignoring boundary layer effects, becomes 

unbounded for large z, corresponding to small values of the Reynolds 

nurrber, The first term approximation keeps the error bounded; it 

asymptotically approaches 23% for large x (small Re). If the second 

term were added to the approximation, the maximumerrorwould drop 

to 10% 

The actual error introduced into the values of the velocity 

profiles, and particularly into the tangential velocity, are much 

less than these figures since this is only the error in the effect 

of the boundary layers on the outer flow; it is not the error of 

the entire velocity value. 

The fact that the function f(x) is not represented entirely 

accurately does cause some error in the inviscid radial velocity. 
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This error my be corrected by calculation of the actual radial mss 

flow in the boundary layers and computation of the proper inviscid 

radial velocity by use of the conservation of radial mass flow con- 

dition. This method is used in the numerical calculation of the 

radial velocity profiles. In this way, the error in the radial 

velocity is much reduced from the values given in figure 10. 
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AFTENDIx III 

SPECIAL.CASE-SOLUITONS 

In section 111-4, solutions are found for the'velocity ccm- 

ponents u, v, and w and the pressure gradient E dp/dr and are given 

by equations III-51,56, 57 and 58. These solution equations are 

quite general; no restrictions were placed on the paran&ers govem- 

ing the flaw. These equations are also quite complex; it is not 

obvious from these equations what the flow pattern is like for ex- 

treme values of the governing pareters. In this appendix, the 

solution equations will be simplified for several of the limiting 

values of the governing parameters which were discussed qualata- 

tively in section 11-4. This will be done to gain a better idea 

of the basic nature of the flow pattern existing in the region of 

interest for these special cases. Also, for the case of very large 

Reynolds nurrber, the simplified solution equations may be easily 

checked with direct solutions of the governing equations 

II-75,76 and 77 

In several of the special cases considered below, the simpli- 

fied solutions may not satisfy all the prescribed boundary condi- 

tions. This will occur when the terms coa?taining the radial or 

axial derivatives are negligibly small in the 'region away from 
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the boundaries. In these cases, the simplified solutions represent 

the general flow pattern away from the boundaries where the condi- 

tions are not satisfied. Boundary layers will exist on these bound- 

aries, allowing the boundary conditions to be satisfied. 

a. First consider the simplification that the asswnption of neg- 

ligibly small magnetic effects gives. 'Ihis corresponds to case A 

discussed in section 11-4. The flow pattern is now one of pure 

viscous flow with no magnetic effects. Equations 111-51, 57, 58 

and56 now am: 

1 
A-14 

1 112 -e( 2n-1) 2 (n2-r2) 
+ e ml-l-1)2-l] i [l + A2eBe ‘2- 1 e 2 dn 1 

r 

4 A p" v=--' 
ar c 

sin(2n-l)nz e 
-e( 2-l-l) 2 (Ad) 

2 
n=l 2n-1 A-15 

w = $$ [cos(2n-l)mz]e{l- h2+ A2[e-e(1-ti2)-e-e(2n -1)2 Q+) ] 
n=l n- 

1 

-[l- h2][$ + e(2n-1)2r] J ,[l + A2e 
-e(1-n2) 

2 3e-e(2n-1> 2 h2fjdn ) 

A-16 

(l-r2) 
E%$ = 1 + i + cemeF 

r3 r3 A-17 

where 8 = 7r2s2/Re 



These are the solutions which would have been obtained if the 

analysis performed in chapters II and III was done for the case 

RmN = 0. These solutions are valid for all Reynolds ntier 

(e = n2s2/Re) but are more accurate for the large Reynolds nurrber 

cases than for the small due to the approximation described in 

Appendix II. The solutions for the tangential and radial veloci- 

ties A-14 and 15 are plotted in figures 2,4 and 5 for various val- 

ues of the parameters 6 and A. 

b. Consider now the case of infinite Reynolds nurrber (0 = 0) for 

general magnetic parsmeter. 'Ihe fluid is now inviscid and the flaw 

pattern is one of inviscid magnetohydrodynamic flow. This corres- 

ponds to an extreme (since Re = a> example of cases Al, Bl and Cl 

discussed in section 11-4. In this case, the radial terms in the 

solution equations III-Q, 57 and 58 are no longer functions of the 

surrrnation index n and the sumnation may be written as a constant 

independent of the axial coordinate z. This means that the veloci- 

ty profiles are independent of z as would be expected in the invis- 

cid case. Equations 111-51, 56, 57 and 58 now are 
1 

U =- 
r 

w=o 

A-18 

A-19 

A-20 

A-21 
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Note that the ability to satisfy the axial boundary conditions 

has been lost in this simplificatim. If the original governing 

equations 11-75, 76 and 77 are solved directly for the case Re = 00, 

the results are identical to the above equations. This is a check 

upon the validity of the analysis perfomd in chapter III. 

A rather surprising result is that equation A-19, for the tan- 

gential velocity, is identical to equation (15a) in a paper by 

M&me and Dcnaldsm [12]; their parameters (J) and (-S@ are 

identical to (a) and (RmN) respectively. Their equation was de- 

rived for a compressible fluid with the radial viscous terms con- 

sidered whi1.a the above result was obtained by considering only the 

linearized inertia and magnetic terms for an incorr@ressible fluid. 

This is explained by the fact that the compressibility effect does- 

n't influence the tangential velocity and by the fact that the sol- 

ution for the tangential velocity is of the form (clr + c2/r) which 

satisfies the radial viscous terms autmatically. 

b,l. As a special case of case b described above, consider neg- 

ligibly small magnetic efrects alcng with an infinite Reynolds num- 

ber; that is F&134 = 0 and Re = m, This case is purely inviscid and 

hydrodynamic; the result should be a potential vorte5c. Equations 

A-18, 19, 20 and 21 reduce to 
1 u=-- 
r A-22 

A-23 
A 

v=- 
r 
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w=o 

,p+A2 
r3 

A-24 

A-25 

These axe the well known potential vortex equations. 

b,2. Consider one mire special case of case b described above; 

let the magnetic parameter RmN becomes large. This is equivalent 

to having a very powerful magnetic field or a very high electrical 

conductivity. This corresponds to case Cl discussed in sectopn 

11-4. Note that when FM becomes large, the external current a 

becomes small such that the product RmNa remains finite. In this 

special case equations A-18, 19 20 and 21 are now 

v = A/r [l-RMa 2 (l-r2>, 

~-26 

A-27 

w=o ~-28 

GE=1 
drr E=RnN A-29 

With the exception of the pressure equation, the above set is 

identical to those in case b. However, the case under considera- 

tion is l%nN = 0~. In this special case, the equation for the exter- 

nal current a, equation 111-53, becomes, when multiplied by m: 

A-30 

Now the solution for the tangential velocity, A-27, may be written as 
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x r2 ln 1 
3 + E2 - 1 

v ‘= r In3 + E2 - 1 
A-31 

This equation states that the tangential velocity v is equal 

to the prescribed value h at the outer cylinder r = 1, diminishes 

to zero at radius 

r2 = 1 - c2 
lT-l +2 

A-32 

and is negative for radius smaller than 4 C1-E2J,,ln& In fact, 
E2 

this solution for v has the property that 
1 1 

I I 
vdzdr = 0 

E 0 
A-33 

Since the external current a is proportional to this double inte- 

gral, it is very small for large magnetic parameter. 

To explain why this external. current a becomes very small 

as the magnetic parameter becomes very large, consider the original 

governing equation, For this special case (FM = Re = a> the tan- 

gential momentum equation III-11 essentially reduces to 

&W = x(ranNa>r A-34 

This equation states that the effect of the current, caused by the 

tangential velocity cutting the magnetic field, in turn causes the 

tangential velocity to decrease as the radius decreases. 'Ihe 

current produced is very small but it is just enough that the slow- 

ing action continues beyond the point where the tangential velocity 

is stagnated. At radial stations further inward, the current and 
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magnetic field act as a hydromagnetic pwnp, forcing the fluid in 

the other direction. 

c. Consider now the case for which the Reynolds nu&er is small 

(s2/Re is large) with the metic pararneter RIN unspecified. This 

corresponds to cases A3, B3 and C3 discussed in section 11-4. In 

this case, the inertia terms are negligibly small compared with the 

viscous terms; boundary layers exist on the outer radial cylinder. 

This case will be considered from the simplified governing equations 

rather than from the simplified solution equations for several 

reasons. The first reason is that for this case, the solution equa- 

tions retain the complexity of the radial boundary layers and do 

not simplify significantly. The second reason is that, while the 

solution equations are valid for small Reynolds n&er, the error 

introduced by approximations is a maxirrnxn for this case. 

The governing equations 11-75, 76 and 77 simplify to 

;pl,+~=o 

E g = s2 a2l.l 
FSP ReRmNsBu 

s2 a+ Aa 
I 

1 
0 =ms -F-V+ ovdz 

A-35 

~-36 

A-37 

where the momentum equations have been divided by RmN for con- 

venience of notation. 

The solutions to equations A-35, 36 and 37 satisfying the 
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axial no flaw'boundary conditions are 

u=- 

v= 0 

w= 0 

GIL 
dr * 

$ c@!+ (Ha) - Sinh (Haz) - ~ir2-1 (Ha(l-z)), A-38 
sinh [Ha) - & (cash (Ha) - 1) 

A-39 

RmN 1 sinh (Ha) 
m- 

E r sinb (Ha) - $cosh(Ha)-1 ] 

A-40 

A-41 

where a modified Hartmann nu&er has been introduced: 

Ha = 4-isGiK A-42 
S 

In this case the large viscous fames cause the tangential 

velocity to stagnate while the radial velocity remains non-zero 

by conservation of radial mass flow. To satisfy the radial bound- 

ary condition at r = 1 on the tangential, and radial, velocity, 

boundary layers exist on the outer cylinder. This is a case where 

boundary layers occur because the Reynolds nmber is small rather 

than the normal situation of large Reynolds nmber. 

C,l. As a special case of case c, consider now that the magnetic 

parameter is negligibly small compared with the parameter s2/Re. 

This corresponds to ordinary slow flow and is associated with a 

viscous slowly moving fluid. In this case, the m&fled Hartmnn 

nurrber becomes zero and the variables u and dp/dr must be determ- 
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ined by repeated application of 1'Hopita.l'~ rule. This yields 

U = gz(z - 1) A-43 

v= 0 A-44 

w= 0 A-@- 

g=” 
r 

S2 E=g ~-46 

These solutions may be found directly from equations 

A-35, 36 and 37 with the magnetic terms neglected. 

If the limit s2/Re = m is made in the solution for the pres- 

sure gradient 111-56, the result is 

This result, when compared with equation ~-46, verifies the conclu- 

sion of Appendix II that the maximum error in the radial functions 

F(r) and dp/dr is 23% for small Reynolds nurrber. 

d. This final special case solution is a bit divorced from the 

above considerations. It is an attempt to calculate the boundary 

layers which exist on the outer radial cylinders for the small 

Reynolds nurker case discussed in case Cl above. This analysis 

might shed light on the phenomenon of a boundary layer in a law 

Reynolds nurrber flow. 

Rather than enter a boundary layer analysis and patch flow 

solutions, it is easier to solve the equations with the radial 
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viscous terms included in the entire region of interest. The 

following analysis is valid for Re CC s. If Re = O(s) the inertia 

term u zbecoms as large as the viscous terns; and rmst be included 

also. 

The governing equations for this case are 

~~(ru,+~ = 0 A-48 

9 la 
dr = Z ar r ar -[=+u)]+$ E=c 

0 la la 
=z-G$E; TF (rv>l + i$ 

A-49 

A-50 

These equations are still correct to order l/s. The newly 

introduced radial viscous terms are of order l/s2 compared with 

the axial viscous terms except within the radial boundary layers. 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are equations II-3O- 

a&v, 11-31, II-32-a,b,c. 

At z = Oandz=l u=v=w= 0 II-30-a,b,c 

At z = l/2 au av 
z = = =w= 0 11~31 

Atr=l U" -1 a 

v= x b 11-32 
W" 0 C 

In addition, conditions must be prescribed on the inner radial 

cylinder since the equations contain two radial derivatives and re- 

quire two radial boundary conditions. It is assumed that the in- 
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fluence of the boundary condition at r = 1 are negligible at r = E 

. 

and that the velocities are just those given in case Cl. 

Atr=E U = p z(z-1) a 

v=o b A-51 

w=o C 

Cther conditions at the inner cylinder could have been arbitrarily 

specified; the analysis is not complicated by this condition. 

The momentum equations A-49 and 50, are uncoupled and each 

is linear. Equation A-50 will be solved first since it ishomo- 

geneous and points the way for the solution of the non-homogeneous 

radial momentum equation A-49. 

Following the pattern of the finite sine transform, assume . 
that the tangential velocity v is of the form 

v = T V,(r,n) sin(2n-1)nz A-52 
n=l 

This assumed form for the tangential velocity satisfies the axial 

boundary conditions automatically. 

Substitution of the assumed form A-52 into the tangential 

momentum equation A-50 yields: 

d2? 
"+ 1 d'n 

dr2- rdr- Vn($ + (2n-1)2n2s2) = 0 

This equation is easily solved to yield 

V =a n n 11[(2n-l)rsr) + ynK1[(2n-1)rsrJ 

A-53 

A-54 
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where I, .andK1 are modified Bessel functions. 

The constants an,ahd y, may be determined by use of the rad- 

ial boundary conditions 11-32-b and A-51-b. This yields 

v= $Ly sin(2n-1)nz on&) 
n=l 2n-1 OII(1'EJ A-55 

where 

This is the full solution for the tangential velocity for 

the case of small Reynolds number and no magnetic field. The pro- 

file will be near zero for values of radius away frcm r = 1. Near 

r= 1 there is a boundary layer like profile. 

Now the radial rmmntum equation A-49 will be solved for the 

radial velocity in terms of the pressure gradient. Assume a form 

for u similar to that assumed for v in equation A-52; let 

u= U,(r,n) sin(2n-1)7rz A-57 
n=l 

Again this form satisfies the axial boundary conditions automatic- 

ally. 

Substitution of the assumed form A-57 into the radial mmen- 

turn equation A-49 yields 

A-58 

where use has been made of the fact that 



1 “, f =- Sin(2n-1)rz 
n=l (2n-1) 

Equation A-58 has a homogeneous solution identical to equa- 

tion A-54. The particular solution is easily found by variation of 

parameters; the complete solution is 

U,(r,n)=11C(2n-l)nsrll:vn- 62 
I 

1 
K1[(2n-l)nsolng drll 

r 
r 

+K1CCzn-1)*srlCo, - 
A-59 

whelle the limits of integration have been chosen such that iin re- 

mains finite as n - 0~ 

The constants of integration vn and un are determined by 

the boundary conditions 11-32-a and A-51-a. This yields the solu- 

tion for the radial velocity: 

u=-- ii1 sin(2n-1)nz 
I 

On(r,c) E$l,r) 12 
= (2n-1) o,cl,r+iFJ&T Erz(2n-1)2 

where en is defined by equation ~-56. 

A-60 

The unknown radial pressure gradient may now be determined 

by applying the integral form of the conservation of mass equation 

II-80 
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~ ,,,:,_ 
---- --L-- .. _--- -_ 

Substitution of the solution for the radial velocity equa- 

tion A-60 into equation II-80 yields 

1 
00 o,(l,r) R(n,E) 

$g c n-l (a-l-1)2 QJl>d dn - 
E - 

A-61 

+$2 i 

QJr,d + ~&tit 0,(l,d iT2 1 
n=l (2n-1)2 O,(l,a) -g-g2F=o, 

Equation A-61 is a combination of a Volterra equation of the 

first kind and a Fredholm equation, also of the first kind. It 

may be transformed into one of the second kind 

dp/dr appearing explicitly) by differentiating 

to r. Once will not suffice since 0 (r,r) = 0 

The result is 

(with the unlslown 

twice with respect 

from the definition. 

$Jr,d + EnL(~-1)2 @,(l,r> 
1 

O&c) + 8s2 
E 

Q) O,(l,r)O,(n,d 
1 *I ‘dn n=l en(U) drl - 89 

I 
i& T 8 h,r) dn 

r 
‘dn n=l n 

A-62 
\ 

Following the method employed in section III-2 to find the 

solution for the function F(r), the solution for the pressure 

gradient dp/dr is 
12 

- 
g = 8[ 1 + i I'%+ K2)m1[ ;=l 

y-p,&) + .E*Z(2pl)Z 0&r) 
O,(l,E) 1 

= 
A-63 



where 

K3 [x(r)1 5 s2 
I l nxbd 1 

= QJl,r) R(n,d 
ql,E) dn 

E n=l 

and 

I 

1 
K,Cxh->I 5 -s2 QX(rl) i 

r n=l 
O,h,d dn 

~-64 

A-65 

Now the continuity equation ~-48 may be solved for the 

axial. velocity 

4s w w=-- c 
cos(2n-l)lrz yn(r,d yn(l>r) 12 

' n=l @n-l) t gm + qTyF1, E+Qn-1)' 

u;l(l,r) 
1 1 

+ s2 ~n7g-p~ I ERh,~) ng drl - s2 I r y;1h,r) ng drl 

where the variable On is defined by equation '~-56 and 

yn (X,Y> 5 ~,~~~-l~~sx]K~~~2n-l~~sy~~Io[(2n-l)nsy~K~[(~-l)rsx] 

A- 67 

'Ibis solution for the axial velocity satisfies the no flow 

conditions on the end plates by virtue of the nature of the pressure 

gradient. However, equation A-66 cannot satisfy the radial. boundary 

conditions 11-32-c and A-51-c since the governing differential 

equations A-48, 49 and 50 do not contain radial derivations of the 

axial velocity. 
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APPENDIX IV 

C~ULATION OF POW AND EFFICIESCY 

The magneto hydro dynamk device described and analyzed in 

the main text might be employed as a power generator. Therefore, 

it is of interest to calculate the performance paramters such as 

power and efficiency. 

1. Useful Power 

The useful power 2* produced by the device is the product 

of the external current ;* times the voltage k* applied to the ex- 

ternal circuit. In non-dimensional quantities this may be written 

as 

;= 

The 

a is given 

RmN z 2 A-68 

external current is just equal to 2nAa. The parameter 

by equation III-53 and the applied voltage L& is given 

by equation IV-12. Thus the useful power is 

X2RmN 47r2 a?~ b e -e(ln $)2 
;;= .- 

-El/2 
I2 A-69 



2. Total Power 

The total power expended by the fluid will naw be calculated. 

In the calculation of the temperature distribution, it was assumed 

that the viscous heating terms wers negligible ccmpared with the 

joule heating terms. This asswnption will remain in force for the 

following calculations. 

It is also assumed that the heat conduction effects are neg- 

ligible. That is, the amount of energy transferlled.by conduction 

is assumed to be much smaller than the amount of energy transferred r 

by electromagnetic r~ans. In the case of precribed end wall temp- 1 

erature, heat conduction influences only small thermal boundary 

layer regions near the two end plates while in the case of adiabatic 

end plates, there is no heat conduction considered. 

With these assumptions in effect, the enera transfer is en- 

tirely electrcmagnetic. The power extracted from the fluid, H*, is 

represented by the dot product of the fluid velocity vector and the 

magnetic body force vector: 
R b 

J-j+ = - I I 2mr* x* l @* x B*) dz* dr* 
ER o 

A-70 

where the asterisks indicate dimensional variables and the minus 

sign is included to make H* positive for power extracted from the 

fluid. The difference between the useful power and the total power 

is the ohmic loss of the device which appears as joule heating. 

In dirrensionless form with H* = Rbpv3H equation A-70 is 
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H= -2rRmN rv, l (Lx g) dzdr A-71 

Substituting the expansions of the variables in powers of 

l/s from equation II-35 and neglecting term of order l/s or 

smaller yields 

1 1 

H= 2rFimN I I r(voJm - uoJgo) dzdr A-72 
E 

0 

By use of equations II-67 and 74 this equation may be written 

in terms of velocity components only: 

1 1 
H= 2lrFfmN E I I 0 

r[uz + vi - v 
0 I 1 

vodz + v oF]dzdr 
0 

A-73 

This expression for the total power may be found in some 

generality by use of equations III-51 and 57. However, the result 

is very cumbersome and difficult to analyze further. In keeping 

with the previous assumptions concerning the size and influence of 

the boundary layers, H may be approximated to the sam degree of 

accuracy that $, Era, R(r) and 2 were: 

H= 

A-74 

?he first term on the right hand side represents the pawer 

lost by the azimuthal current produced by the radial velocity. 

The other term represents power produced both within the fluid and 



and in the external circuit by the net radial current. 

3. Efficiency 

'Ihe efficiency of the device, B, may nw be expressed as the. 

useflll power $ divided by the total peer H: 

B = &-I A-75 

Or, using equations A-69 and A-74; 

~-76 
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Table 1 Boundary Layer Thickness 

The boundary layer thicImess, 6, is defined as the value of 

the axial coordinate z for which the tangential velocity, V, is 

eqUd to 99% of its inviscid value. 

e 
$2 .m=o 

=- 
Re I a= 0 

I 
I .OOOl .00497 

.OOl .01288 

.Ol .0361 

.l .1288 

.OOOl .a082 

.OOl .o1928 
r= 07 .Ol .0588 

.l .1928 

.OOOl .oo96 

.OOl 00257 
r= .2 .Ol .0804 

.l .257 

RTlN=l 
a= 1 

.-. -~ 
.00494 
.01238 

.03487 

01239 

RmN=l 
a= .74 

.004945 

.o126g 

.03557 

.1271 

.0078 

.o18g4 

l 0573 

.1893 

.00816 

.01922 

.0586 

.1922 

.00942 l 00959 

.02446 .02558 

.0763 .0801 

.2447 -2543 
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Table 2 Comparisop of Boundary Layer Thicla?esses 

The boundary layer thickness for the ncn-magnetic case as 

given in Table 1 is camped at r = .7 with the momentum integral 

solution [83 for various values of modified Reynolds nurker and 

inlet velocity ratio 

RON=0 r= -7 

l?S2 BLT. from 
x- present 

.OOOl .0082 

.OOl .o1928 

.Ol .0588 

.l .1928 

.00336 

.01055 

-0327 

.llll 

% M. I. BLT % 
error for A =lO error 

59.2 

45.3 

44.4 

42.4 

.00245 70.2 

.00775 

.025 

59.3 

57.5 

.0828 57.2 

BLT = Boundary Layer thickness 

M.I. = Momentum integral 
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Table 3 Boundary LayerMassFlowand 
Inviscid Radial Velocity 

The boundary layer mass flew is defined as the fraction of 

the total input radial l~lilss flow which is carried within the bound- 

arylayers. If this fraction becomes greater than one, the inviscld 

radial velocity will become positive. In this case the vortex 

breaks dawn and the flow pattern becomes more complex. If this 

occurs, the analysis is not valid and the data is not reliable. 

This table is computed for an inlet velocity ratio of ten. 

A32 --I e= Re 1 

i 

.OOOl 
,001 

r= 09 .Ol 
.l 

RmN=O, a=C 

, i 

.OOOl 

.OOl 
r= .7 .Ol 

.l 

.0555 

.1607 

.5230 

.54 
- 

-1.37 
-1.24 
-0.774 
+1.26 

.26g 
,878 
.85 
n35 

-3.76 
-0.64 
10.4 
65.0 

1 

i 

2 

6 

.0494 -1.38 .0421 

.149 -1.26 .1236 

.464 -0.865 .384 

038 +0.87 L.104 

,218 
.718 
025 
013 { 

.OOOl 
. .OOl 
r= .2 .Ol 

.l 

BINF= Boundarylayermass flaw 

uinV 
= inviscid radial velocity 
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-3.98 .126 -4.45 
-1.48 .407 -3.13 
+7.4 L.27 +1.6 

50.0 3.50 t25.0 

.0143 

.0434 

.1287 

.429 

%lW 

-1.106; 
-1.0907 
-1.044 
-0.854 

I 1 : RrrN=l,a=O 

I 

> 

r 

1 

BLNF 

.01388 

.0420 

.I239 

.415 

%-IV 

-1.1066 
-1.092 
-1.048 

-0.8713 

RmN = 1, a = .74 

BLZ@ 

.01343 

.0396 

9 $167 
,388 

-1.39 
-1.30 
-1.00 
+0.33 



Table 4 Heat Transfer at the End Plates 

The heat transfer at the end plates, q, is defined as posi- 

tive for heat flowing from the fluid to the end plates. If the end 

plates are insuated, the heat transfer is zero. 

hNEc(1 + X2a2) E D 

i 

1 

r= .9 l 5 

.2 

{ 

1 

r= .7 .5 

.2 

1 
1 

r= .2 .5 

.2 

P D,,= 0 
\ 

.Ol .l 

0 0 

.245 .232 

0391 ,372 

0 0 

,241 .221 

.385 .354 

0 0 

,238 ,211 

.380 0337 

D = .l 
.Ol 

.0051g 

.250 

l 3% 

.0174 

,258 

.403 

.0787 

.316 

.459 

.l 

.00503 

.238 

,377 

.0165 

.238 

-371 
-- 

.0748 

.286 

.412 

.0519 

.a6 

,443 

1 
-7 

-0503 

.283 

.423 

,174 .166 

,415 -387 

.560 .520 

.787 ..748 

L.025 0952 

t.167 1.086 
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